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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service2006

Instructions for Schedule
M-3 (Form 1120-PC)
Net Income (Loss) Reconciliation for U.S. Property and Casualty Insurance
Companies With Total Assets of $10 Million or More

file Schedule M-3 instead of Schedule PC). A mixed group must also file FormSection references are to the Internal
M-1 and must check box (1) 8916, Reconciliation of Schedule M-3Revenue Code unless otherwise noted.
Non-consolidated return, at the top of Taxable Income with Tax Return Taxable
page 1 of Schedule M-3. Income for Mixed Groups.General Instructions • Any U.S. consolidated tax group If the parent company of a U.S.
consisting of a U.S. parent corporation consolidated tax group files Form
and additional includible corporationsPurpose of Schedule 1120-PC and any member of the group
listed on Form 851, Affiliations Schedule, files Form 1120 or Form 1120-L and theSchedule M-3 Part I asks certain required to file Form 1120-PC that reports consolidated Schedule L reported in thequestions about the corporation’s on Schedule L of Form 1120-PC total return includes the assets of all of thefinancial statements and reconciles consolidated assets at the end of the tax companies (insurance companies as wellfinancial statement worldwide net income year that equal or exceed $10 million as the non-insurance companies), in(loss) for the corporation (or consolidated must complete and file Schedule M-3 order to determine if the group meets thefinancial statement group, if applicable), instead of Schedule M-1, and must check $10 million threshold test for theas reported on Schedule M-3, Part I, line box (2) Consolidated return (Form requirement to file Schedule M-3, use the4, to net income (loss) per the income 1120-PC only), or (3) Mixed 1120/L/PC amount of total assets reported onstatement of the corporation for U.S. group, as applicable, at the top of page 1 Schedule L of the consolidated return. Iftaxable income purposes, as reported on of Schedule M-3. the parent company of a U.S.Schedule M-3, Part I, line 11.

consolidated tax group files FormForm 1120-PC Schedule M-3 is
Schedule M-3 Parts II and III reconcile 1120-PC and any member of the groupeffective for any tax year ending on or

financial statement net income (loss) for files Form 1120 or Form 1120-L and theafter December 31, 2006. For purposes of
the U.S. corporation (or consolidated tax consolidated Schedule L reported in thedetermining whether a corporation with a
group, if applicable) (per Schedule M-3, return does not include the assets of one52-53 week tax year must file Schedule
Part I, line 11) to taxable income on Form or more of the insurance companies inM-3, such corporation’s tax year is
1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35. For the U.S. consolidated tax group, in orderdeemed to end or close on the last day of
property and casualty insurance to determine if the group meets the $10the calendar month nearest to the last
companies that prepare an annual million threshold test for the requirementday of the 52-53 week tax year. (For
statement, financial statement net income to file Schedule M-3, use the sum of thefurther guidance on 52-53 week tax
(loss) should be reported on the statutory amount of total assets reported on theyears, see Regulations section
basis on Part I, line 11. consolidated Schedule L plus the1.441-2(c)(1).)

amounts of all assets reported on FormsA U.S. property and casualtyWhere To File 1120 and 1120-L that are included in theinsurance company filing Form 1120-PC
consolidated return but not included onIf the corporation is required to file (or that is not required to file Schedule M-3
the consolidated Schedule L.voluntarily files) Schedule M-3 (Form may voluntarily file Schedule M-3 in place

1120-PC), the corporation must file Form For insurance companies included inof Schedule M-1. A property and casualty
1120-PC and all attachments and the consolidated U.S. federal income taxinsurance company filing Schedule M-3
schedules, including Schedule M-3 (Form return, see instructions for Part I, lines 10must check the box on Form 1120-PC,
1120-PC), with the Internal Revenue and 11 and Part II, line 7 for guidance onpage 1, item A, indicating that Schedule
Service Center, Ogden, UT 84201-0012. Schedule M-3 reporting of intercompanyM-3 is attached (whether required or

dividends and statutory accountingvoluntary). A property and casualty
adjustments.insurance company filing Schedule M-3Who Must File

must not file Schedule M-1. Example 1.Effective for any tax year ending on or
after December 31, 2006, any domestic If the parent company of a U.S. 1. U.S. corporation A owns U.S.
corporation or group of corporations consolidated tax group files Form subsidiary B and foreign subsidiary F. For
required to file Form 1120-PC, U.S. 1120-PC and files Schedule M-3, all its 2006 tax year, A prepares
Property and Casualty Insurance members of the group must file Schedule consolidated financial statements with B
Company Income Tax Return, that M-3. However, if the parent corporation of and F that report total assets of $12
reports on Schedule L of Form 1120-PC a U.S. consolidated tax group files Form million. A files a consolidated U.S. federal
total assets at the end of the corporation’s 1120-PC and any member of the group income tax return with B and reports total
tax year that equal or exceed $10 million files a Form 1120 or Form 1120-L, U.S. consolidated assets on Schedule L of $8
must complete and file Schedule M-3 Life Insurance Company Income Tax million. A’s U.S. consolidated tax group is
instead of Schedule M-1, Reconciliation Return, that member must file a Form not required to file Schedule M-3 for the
of Income (Loss) per Books With Income 1120 Schedule M-3 or a Form 1120-L 2006 tax year.
(Loss) per Return. Schedule M-3, respectively, and the 2. U.S. property and casualty
• A corporation filing a non-consolidated group must comply with the mixed group insurance company C owns U.S. property
Form 1120-PC that reports on Schedule L consolidated Schedule M-3 reporting and casualty insurance company D. For
for Form 1120-PC total assets that equal described in the section, Schedule M-3 its 2006 tax year, C prepares
or exceed $10 million must complete and Consolidation for Mixed Groups (1120/L/ consolidated financial statements with D
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but C and D file separate U.S. federal consolidated tax group) has total assets Consolidated Return (Form
income tax returns. The consolidated at the end of the current tax year of $10 1120-PC)
accrual basis financial statements for C million or more, the corporation’s total

Report on Form 1120-PC each item ofand D report total assets at the end of the consolidated assets must be determined
income, gain, loss, expense, or deductiontaxable year of $12 million after on an overall accrual method of
net of elimination entries for intercompanyintercompany eliminations. C reports accounting unless both of the following
transactions between includibleseparate company total year-end assets apply: (a) the tax returns of all includible
corporations. The corporation must noton its Schedule L of $7 million. D reports corporations in the U.S. consolidated tax
report as dividends on Form 1120-PC,separate company total year-end assets group are prepared using an overall cash
Schedule A, any amounts received fromon its Schedule L of $6 million. Neither C method of accounting, and (b) no
an includible corporation unless thenor D is required to file Schedule M-3 for includible corporation in the U.S.
corporation receiving the intercompanythe 2006 tax year. consolidated tax group prepares or is
dividends is an insurance company andincluded in financial statements prepared3. Foreign corporation A owns 100 only to the extent that the insuranceon an accrual basis.percent of both U.S. property and company is required to includecasualty insurance company B and U.S. intercompany dividends in taxableproperty and casualty insurance company Other Form 1120-PC income. (See the instructions for Part I,C. C owns 100 percent of U.S. property lines 10 and 11, for a discussion ofSchedules Affected byand casualty insurance company D. For intercompany dividends and insuranceits 2006 tax year, A prepares a Schedule M-3 company statutory accounting.) Inconsolidated worldwide financial general, dividends received from anRequirementsstatement for the ABCD consolidated includible corporation must be eliminatedgroup. The ABCD consolidated financial Report on Schedules L and Form in consolidation rather than offset by thestatement reports total year-end assets of 1120-PC, Schedule A, amounts for the dividends-received deduction.$25 million. A is not required to file a U.S. U.S. corporation or, if applicable, the U.S.

federal income tax return. B files a consolidated tax group. Entity Considerations forseparate U.S. federal income tax return Schedule Land reports separate company total Schedule M-3
Total assets shown on Schedule L, lineyear-end assets on its Schedule L of $12 For purposes of Schedule M-3,15, column (d), must equal the totalmillion. C files a consolidated U.S. federal references to the classification of an entityassets of the property and casualtyincome tax return with D and, after (for example, as a corporation, ainsurance company (or, in the case of aeliminating intercompany transactions partnership, or a trust) are references toU.S. consolidated tax group, the totalbetween C and D, reports consolidated the treatment of the entity for U.S. federalassets of all members of the group listedtotal year-end assets on Schedule L of $8 income tax purposes. An entity thaton Form 851) as of the last day of the taxmillion. B is required to file Schedule M-3 generally is disregarded as separate fromyear, and must be the same total assetsbecause its total year-end assets reported its owner for U.S. federal income taxreported by the property and casualtyon Schedule L exceed $10 million. The purposes (disregarded entity) must not beinsurance company (or by each memberCD U.S. consolidated tax group is not separately reported on Schedule M-3of the U.S. consolidated tax group) in therequired to file Schedule M-3 because its except, if required, on Part I, line 7. Onannual statements, if any, used fortotal year-end assets reported on Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, any item ofSchedule M-3. If the property andSchedule L do not exceed $10 million. income, gain, loss, deduction, or credit ofcasualty insurance company prepares

a disregarded entity must be reported asfinancial statements, Schedule L must
an item of its owner. In particular, theequal the sum of the annual statementOther Issues Affecting income or loss of a disregarded entitytotal assets for each corporation listed on
must not be reported on Part II, lines 9,Schedule M-3 Filing Form 851 and included in the
10, or 11 as a separate partnership orconsolidated U.S. federal income taxRequirements other pass-through. The financialreturn (includible corporation) net ofIf a property and casualty insurance statement income or loss of a disregardedeliminations for intercompanycompany was required to file Schedule entity is included on Part I, line 7, only iftransactions between includibleM-3 for the preceding tax year but reports its financial statement income or loss iscorporations. If the property and casualtyon Schedule L of Form 1120-PC total included on Part I, line 11, but not on Partinsurance company does not prepareconsolidated assets at the end of the I, line 4.financial statements, Schedule L must becurrent tax year of less than $10 million, based on the property and casualty Reportable Entity Partnerthe property and casualty insurance company’s books and records. The Reporting Responsibilitiescompany is not required to file Schedule Schedule L balance sheet may showM-3 for the current tax year. The property For the purposes of the 2006 Scheduletax-basis balance sheet amounts if theand casualty insurance company may M-3 instructions, a reportable entityproperty and casualty insurance companyvoluntarily file Schedule M-3 for the partner with respect to a partnership filingis allowed to use books and records forcurrent tax year. If for a subsequent tax Form 1065 is an entity that (1) owns or isSchedule M-3 and the property andyear the property and casualty insurance deemed to own, directly or indirectly,casualty insurance company’s books andcompany is required to file Schedule M-3, under these instructions a 50 percent orrecords reflect only tax-basis amounts.the property and casualty insurance greater interest in the income, loss or

For purposes of measuring total assetscompany must complete Schedule M-3 in capital of the partnership on any day of
at the end of the year, assets may not beits entirety (Part I and all columns in Parts the tax year on or after June 30, 2006,
netted or offset against liabilities. InII and III) for that subsequent tax year. and (2) was required to complete
addition, total assets may not be reported Schedule M-3 on its most recently filedIn the case of a U.S. consolidated tax as a negative amount. U.S. federal income tax return or return ofgroup, total assets at the end of the tax

income filed prior to that day.Schedule M-2year must be determined based on the
total year-end assets of all includible The amount shown on Schedule M-2, line For the purposes of the 2006 Schedule
corporations listed on Form 851, net of 2, Net income (loss) per books, must M-3 instructions: (1) the parent
eliminations for intercompany equal the amount shown on Schedule corporation of a consolidated tax group is
transactions and balances between the M-3, Part I, line 11. Schedule M-2 must deemed to own all corporate and
includible corporations. In addition, for reflect activity only of corporations partnership interests owned or deemed to
purposes of determining for Schedule M-3 included in the consolidated U.S. federal be owned under these instructions by any
whether the corporation (or U.S. income tax return. member of the tax consolidated group; (2)
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the owner of a disregarded entity is (with respect to A) or deemed to own insurance company. See the discussion,
deemed to own all corporate and indirectly (with respect to B, C, D, and E) Schedule M-3 Consolidation for Mixed
partnership interests owned or deemed to a 50 percent interest. Therefore, because Groups (1120/L/PC).
be owned under these instructions by the Z was a reportable entity partner for 2007, A U.S. consolidated tax group must file
disregarded entity; (3) the owner of 50 each of A, B, C, D, and E is required to a consolidated Schedule M-3. Parts I, II
percent or more of a corporation by vote complete Form 1065 Schedule M-3 for and III of the consolidated Schedule M-3
on any day of the corporation tax year is 2007, regardless of whether they would must reflect the activity of the entire U.S.
deemed to own all corporate and otherwise be required to complete consolidated tax group. The parent
partnership interests owned or deemed to Schedule M-3 for that year. corporation also must complete Parts II
be owned under these instructions by the 2. P, a U.S. property and casualty and III of a separate Schedule M-3 to
corporation during the corporation tax insurance company, is the parent of a reflect the parent’s own activity. In
year; (4) the owner of 50 percent or more financial consolidation group with 50 addition, Parts II and III of a separate
of partnership income, loss, or capital on domestic subsidiaries DS1 through DS50 Schedule M-3 must be completed by
any day of the partnership tax year is and 50 foreign subsidiaries FS1 through each includible corporation to reflect the
deemed to own all corporate and FS50, all 100 percent owned on activity of that includible corporation.
partnership interests owned or deemed to September 16, 2007. On September 15, Lastly, it generally will be necessary to
be owned under these instructions by the 2007, P filed a consolidated tax return on complete Parts II and III of a separate
partnership during the partnership tax Form 1120-PC with DS1 through DS50 Schedule M-3 for consolidation
year; and (5) the beneficial owner of 50 and was required to complete Schedule eliminations.
percent or more of the beneficial interest M-3 for the tax year ending December 31, If a U.S. consolidated tax group that isof a trust or nominee arrangement on any 2006. On September 16, 2007, DS1, not a mixed group consists of fourday of the trust or nominee arrangement DS2, DS3, FS1, and FS2 are each 10 includible corporations (the parent andtax year is deemed to own all corporate percent partners in partnership K which three subsidiaries) all filing Formand partnership interests owned or files Form 1065 for the tax year ending 1120-PC, the U.S. consolidated tax groupdeemed to be owned under these December 31, 2007. P is deemed to own, must complete six Schedules M-3 asinstructions by the trust or nominee directly or indirectly (under these follows: (a) one consolidated Schedulearrangement. instructions) all corporate and partnership M-3 with Parts I, II, and III completed tointerests of DS1, DS2, DS3, as the parentA reportable entity partner with respect reflect the activity of the entire U.S.of the tax consolidation group andto a partnership (as defined above) must consolidated tax group; (b) Parts II and IIItherefore is deemed to own 30 percent ofreport the following to the partnership on of a separate Schedule M-3 for each ofK on September 16, 2007. P is deemed toSeptember 15, 2006, or if later, within 30 the four includible corporations to reflectown, directly or indirectly, (under thesedays of first becoming a reportable entity the activity of each includible corporation;instructions) all corporate and partnershippartner and, after first reporting to the and (c) Parts II and III of a separateinterests of FS1 and FS2 as the owner ofpartnership under these instructions, Schedule M-3 to eliminate intercompany50 percent or more of each corporation bythereafter within 30 days of the date of transactions between includiblevote and therefore is deemed to own 20any change in the interest it owns or is corporations and to include limitations onpercent of K on September 16, 2007. P isdeemed to own, directly or indirectly, deductions (e.g., charitable contributiontherefore deemed to own 50 percent of Kunder these instructions, in the limitations and capital loss limitations) andon September 16, 2007. P was requiredpartnership: (1) its name, (2) its mailing carryover amounts (e.g., charitableto complete Schedule M-3 with its 2006address, (3) its taxpayer identification contribution carryovers and capital lossForm 1120-PC filed September 15, 2007,number (TIN or EIN) if applicable, (4) its carryovers). See the discussion,its most recently filed U.S. federal incomeentity or organization type, (5) the state or Completion of Schedule M-3 and Certaintax return filed prior to September 16,country in which it is organized, (6) the Allocations, Limitations, and Carryovers.2007. P owns or is deemed to own,date on which it first became a reportable Note. On Part II and Part III, indicate ondirectly or indirectly, (under theseentity partner on or after June 30, 2006, the line after the common parent’s nameinstructions) 50 percent or more of K on(7) the date with respect to which it is whether the Schedule M-3 is for the: (1)September 16, 2007, and was required toreporting a change in its ownership consolidated group; (2) parentcomplete Schedule M-3 with its mostinterest in the partnership, if applicable, corporation; (3) consolidationrecently filed U.S. income tax return filed(8) the interest in the partnership it owns eliminations; or (4) subsidiary corporation,prior to that date. Therefore, P is aor is deemed to own in the partnership, by checking the appropriate box.reportable entity partner of K as ofdirectly or indirectly (as defined under

September 16, 2007. On October 5,these instructions) as of the date with Schedule M-3 Consolidation for
2007, P reports to K, as it is required torespect to which it is reporting, and (9) Mixed Groups (1120/L/PC)do within 30 days of September 16, that Pany change in that interest as of the date Special Schedule M-3 consolidation rulesis a reportable entity partner as ofwith respect to which it is reporting. apply to a mixed group, that is, aSeptember 16, 2007, deemed to own

consolidated tax group that (1) includesExample 2 (under these instructions) a 50 percent
both a corporation that is an insuranceinterest in K. K is therefore required to1. On September 16, 2007, A, an LLC
company and a corporation that is not ancomplete Schedule M-3 when it files itsfiling a Form 1065 for 2007, is owned 50
insurance company, or (2) includes both aForm 1065 for its tax year endingpercent by U.S. property and casualty
life insurance company and a propertyDecember 31, 2007.insurance company Z. A owns 50 percent
and casualty insurance company, or (3)of B, C, D, and E, which are also LLCs
includes a life insurance company, afiling a Form 1065 for calendar year 2007.
property and casualty insuranceZ was first required to complete Form Consolidated Schedule
company, and a corporation that is not an1120-PC Schedule M-3 for its corporate M-3 Versus Consolidating insurance company.tax year ended December 31, 2006, and

filed its Schedule M-3 with Form 1120-PC Mixed group consolidation forSchedules M-3 for Form
for 2006 on September 15, 2007. As of Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, requires (1)1120-PC GroupsSeptember 16, 2007, Z was a reportable subgroup sub-consolidation of the 1120
entity partner with respect to A and, Note: A consolidated tax return group subgroup, the 1120-PC subgroup, and
through A, with respect to B, C, D, and E. with a parent corporation that files a Form the 1120-L subgroup, each with its own
On October 5, 2007, Z reports to A, B, C, 1120-PC is a mixed group if any member sub-consolidated Schedule M-3 Parts II
D, and E, as it is required to do within 30 is a life insurance company (files Form and III, and (2) consolidation of the
days of September 16, that Z is a 1120-L, U.S. Life Insurance Company subgroup sub-consolidation totals on a
reportable entity partner directly owning Income Tax Return) or is not an consolidated Schedule M-3 Part II that
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ties to a consolidated Schedule M-3 Part I used are not taken into account in the mixed group. Checkbox (5) and one or
and a consolidated Form 8916, determination of the three subgroup more other applicable checkboxes must
Reconciliation of Schedule M-3 Taxable sub-consolidated taxable incomes on be checked for a mixed group.
Income with Tax Return Taxable Income Schedule M-3, but are reflected on Form

For example, an 1120-PC parentfor Mixed Groups. 8916 and in the calculation of the life/
corporation included in the 1120-PCnon-life loss limitation and carryforwardIn addition to one Schedule M-3 Part II subgroup must check Form 1120-PCused. See the discussion, Life/Non-Lifeand one Schedule M-3 Part III for each Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, boxes (2)Loss Limitation and Carryforward Usedcorporation in the three subgroup Parent corporation and (5) Mixed 1120/L/Calculations.sub-consolidations, there will be generally PC group. An 1120-PC subsidiary

a total of six additional Schedule M-3 The reconciliation totals for book, corporation within the 1120-PC subgroup
Parts II and six additional Schedule M-3 temporary difference, permanent must check Form 1120-PC Schedule M-3,
Parts III for the subgroup difference, and taxable income for each Parts II and III, boxes (4) Subsidiary
sub-consolidations. Specifically, there subgroup are reported on Forms 1120, corporation and (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC
must be one Part II and one Part III for 1120-PC, or 1120-L, as applicable, group. An 1120 subsidiary corporation
each subgroup’s sub-consolidated Schedule M-3, Part II, line 29a, columns within the 1120 subgroup must check
amounts and one Part II and one Part III (a), (b), (c ), and (d), and equal the sum of Form 1120 Schedule M-3 Parts II and III,
for each subgroup’s sub-consolidation the line amounts on Part II, lines 26 boxes (4) Subsidiary corporation and (5)
eliminations amounts. through 28. For a mixed group, Schedule Mixed 1120/L/PC group. An 1120-L

M-3, Part II, lines 29b, 29c, and 30 areAt the mixed group consolidated level, subsidiary corporation within the 1120-L
blank on the Forms 1120, 1120-PC, orthere must be a consolidated Schedule subgroup must check Form 1120-L
1120-L, as applicable, for the separateM-3, Part II, and, if applicable, a Part II for Schedule M-3 Parts II and III, boxes (4)
corporations (parent and subsidiary) andconsolidation eliminations not includable Subsidiary corporation and (5) Mixed
for the three subgroupin the subgroup eliminations. At the 1120/L/PC group.
sub-consolidations.consolidated level there must also be a

The 1120 subgroup sub-consolidationconsolidated Schedule M-3 Part I and a Reconciliation of Mixed Group Form 1120 Schedule M-3, Parts II and III,consolidated Form 8916. For a mixed Subgroup Sub-Consolidation must be indicated by checking boxes (5)group, there is no Schedule M-3 Part III at Amounts to Schedule M-3 Part I, Mixed 1120/L/PC group and (6) 1120the consolidated level. At the Line 11, and to Tax Return Taxable group for the sub-consolidation, and byconsolidated level, use the Schedule M-3
Income checking boxes (5) Mixed 1120/L/PCform (1120, 1120-PC, 1120-L) Parts I and

group, and (7) 1120 eliminations for theAt the consolidated level, use theII that match the form on which the parent
eliminations. The 1120-PC subgroupSchedule M-3 form (1120, 1120-PC,corporation reports and the entire
sub-consolidation Form 1120-PC1120-L) Parts I and II that matches theconsolidated group files.
Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, must beform on which the parent corporationThe corporation must check the indicated by checking boxes (5) Mixedreports and the entire consolidated groupapplicable mixed group checkboxes on all 1120/L/PC group and (6) 1120-PC groupfiles. For a mixed group, the consolidatedSchedules M-3, Parts I, II, and III, as for the sub-consolidation and by checkingSchedule M-3, Part II, lines 29a, 29b, anddiscussed below. boxes (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC group, and29c amounts are the roll-ups of the
(7) 1120-PC eliminations for theSubgroup Sub-Consolidation: 1120 applicable amounts from the three
eliminations. The 1120-L subgroupSubgroup, 1120-PC Subgroup, and subgroup sub-consolidation Part II, line
sub-consolidation Form 1120-L Schedule29a amounts. (If a consolidated level Part1120-L Subgroup
M-3, Parts II and III, must be indicated byII for consolidation eliminations notA subgroup Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, checking boxes (5) Mixed 1120/L/PCincludable in the subgroup eliminations issub-consolidation must be prepared with group and (6) 1120-L group for theapplicable, the roll-up amounts must beall necessary eliminations within the sub-consolidation and by checking boxesadjusted by the applicable eliminationsubgroup for each of the three possible (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC group, and (7)amounts.) The consolidated Schedulesubgroups that are in fact present: one 1120-L eliminations, for the eliminations.M-3, Part II, line 30 amount is the sum ofsubgroup for those corporations reporting

the applicable amounts on theon Form 1120; one subgroup for those A mixed group with a Form 1120-PC
consolidated Part II, lines 29a, 29b, andcorporations reporting on Form 1120-PC; parent corporation completes a
29c. For a mixed group, the consolidatedand one subgroup for those reporting on consolidated level Form 1120-PC
Part II, lines 1 through 28 are blank andForm 1120-L. The parent corporation is Schedule M-3, Parts I and II and a
no consolidated Part III is required to beincluded in the subgroup that corresponds consolidated Form 8916. The mixed
completed.to the form on which it reports and the group consolidated Schedule M-3, Part II,

For mixed groups, the consolidatedentire consolidated group files. For must be indicated by checking boxes (1)
Part II line 30 column (a) must equal Partexample, in the case of a Form 1120-PC consolidated group and (5) Mixed 1120/L/
I, line 11, with appropriate adjustments forparent and Form 1120-PC consolidated PC group. (If a consolidated level Part II
statutory accounting requirementsgroup, the parent is included in the Form for consolidation eliminations not
reflected on Part I, line 10. The1120-PC subgroup sub-consolidation. includable in the subgroup eliminations is
consolidated taxable income indicated onEach subgroup uses its own Schedule applicable, that Part II must be indicated
Part II, line 30, column (d), must equal theM-3 form (1120, 1120-PC, 1120-L), Parts by checking boxes (3) Consolidated
amount shown on Form 8916, line 1.II and III, for each corporation within the eliminations and (5) Mixed 1120/L/PC
Form 8916, line 8 must equal taxablesubgroup and for the subgroup group.)
income reported on the tax return.sub-consolidation and the subgroup

Life/Non-Life Loss Limitation andeliminations. Completion of Mixed Group Carryforward Used CalculationsThe three subgroup sub-consolidation Checkboxes for Schedule M-3 Part
taxable income calculations on Schedule The applicable life/non-life loss limitationII and Part III
M-3 must follow the separate return and all carryforward used calculations are

The following discussion of checkboxesrequirements of the regulation under made using the amounts determined for
will assume that the 1120-PC subgroupsection 1502 and all other applicable taxable income in the three subgroup
includes the corporate parent of theregulations taking into account the sub-consolidations and other applicable
mixed group.amounts separately reported on Form amounts separately reported on Form

8916. Capital loss limitation and Forms 1120, 1120-PC, and 1120-L, 8916. The calculated life/non-life loss
carryforward used and charitable Schedule M-3, Parts II and III, each have limitation or carryforward used amounts, if
deduction limitation and carryforward a checkbox (5) at the top indicating a any, are not entered on Schedule M-3.
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The calculated amounts, if any, are must be attached at the time Schedule
entered on Form 8916. M-3 is filed and must provide the Specific Instructions

information required for that line item.Mixed Group With 1120 Parent:
Transition Rule for Schedule M-3 Part I. Financial

All detailed schedules for Part II andParts II and III Columns (a) and (d) Information and NetPart III of Schedule M-3 must be attachedfor Tax Years Ending December
for each separate entity included in the Income (Loss)2006 Through November 2007
Consolidated Part II and Part III, includingFor tax years ending December 2006 Reconciliationthose for the parent company and thethrough November 2007, if a mixed group
eliminations entity, if applicable. It is nothas an 1120 parent that is required to When To Complete Part I
required that the same supportingcomplete Parts II and III columns (a) and Generally, Part I must be completed for

(d), all 1120 subsidiaries must complete detailed information be presented for Part any tax year for which the property and
Parts II and III columns (a) and (d). II and Part III of the consolidated casualty insurance company files

Schedule M-3.However, all 1120-PC and 1120-L Schedule M-3. Check boxes (1)
subsidiaries included in the mixed group Non-consolidated return, (2) Consolidated
tax consolidated group have the option of return (Form 1120-PC only), (3) MixedIf an item attributable to an includible
completing columns (a) and (d) for all of 1120/L/PC group, and (4) Dormantcorporation is not shared by or allocated
Parts II and III, or of completing columns subsidiaries schedule attached, asto the appropriate member of the group(a) and (d) only for Part II, line 29a to appropriate.but is retained in the parent corporation’sshow the net contribution of the

financial statements (or books andsubsidiary to the consolidated group total Line 1. Questions Regarding
records, if applicable), then the item mustPart II, line 30 columns (a) and (d) the Type of Income Statement
be reported by the parent corporation inreconciliation amounts. The 1120-PC Prepared

subgroup sub-consolidation Part II, line its separate Schedule M-3. For example, For Schedule M-3, Part I, lines 1 through29a must reflect the columns (a) and (d) if the parent of a U.S. consolidated tax 11, use only the financial statements ofnet total amounts for all 1120-PC group prepares financial statements that the U.S. property and casualty insurancesubsidiaries. The 1120-L subgroup include all members of the U.S. company filing the U.S. federal incomesub-consolidation Part II, line 29a must consolidated tax group and the parent tax return (the consolidated financialreflect the columns (a) and (d) net total does not allocate the group’s income tax statements for the U.S. parent corporationamounts for all 1120-L subsidiaries. The
of a U.S. consolidated tax group). If theexpense as reflected in the financial1120 subgroup sub-consolidation must
U.S. property and casualty insurancestatements among the members of thereflect the total net amounts for column
company filing a U.S. federal income taxgroup but retains it in the parent(a) and (d) for all applicable lines for all
return (or the U.S. parent corporation of acorporation, the parent corporation must1120 subsidiaries. The consolidated level
U.S. consolidated tax group) prepares itsPart II must reflect the total net amounts report on its separate Schedule M-3 the own financial statements but is controlledfor columns (a) and (d) for all applicable U.S. consolidated tax group’s income tax by another corporation (U.S. or foreign)lines 29a, 29b, 29c, and 30. expense as reflected in the financial that prepares financial statements that

Note. All corporations within the mixed statements. include the U.S. corporation, the U.S.
group tax consolidation group are corporation (or the U.S. parent
required to complete columns (b) and (c) corporation of a U.S. consolidated taxAny adjustments made at the
for all applicable lines on all Schedules group) must use for its Schedule M-3,consolidated group level that are notM-3 Parts II and III, whether Form 1120, Part I, its own financial statements andattributable to any specific member of theForm 1120-PC, or Form 1120-L. not the financial statements of theU.S. consolidated tax group (e.g.,

controlling corporation.disallowance of net capital losses,Completion of Schedule
If a non-publicly traded U.S. parentcontribution deduction carryovers, and

M-3 and Certain property casualty insurance company of alimitation of contribution deductions) must
U.S. consolidated tax group preparesnot be reported on the separateAllocations, Limitations, financial statements and that groupconsolidating parent or subsidiary
includes a publicly traded subsidiary thatand Carryovers Schedules M-3 but rather on the
files financial statements with theA corporation (or any member of a U.S. consolidated Schedule M-3 and on the Securities and Exchange Commissionconsolidated tax group) required to file consolidating Schedule M-3 for (SEC), the consolidated financialSchedule M-3 must complete the form in consolidation eliminations (or on Form statements of the parent property andits entirety. In particular, a corporation 8916 in the case of a mixed group). casualty insurance company are thefiling a nonconsolidated return that meets
appropriate financial statements forthe filing requirements for Schedule M-3
purposes of completing Part I. Do not useIf an includible corporation has (1) nomust complete Parts I, II, and III. Such a
any separate company financialactivity for the tax year (e.g., because thecorporation does not check any of the
statements that might be prepared forcheckboxes at the top of Parts II and III. corporation is a dormant or inactive
publicly traded subsidiaries.In the case of a U.S. consolidated tax corporation), (2) no amount for the

group, Part I must be completed once, on corporation was included in Part I, line 11, If no financial statements are prepared
the consolidated Schedule M-3, by the for a U.S. property and casualtyand (3) the corporation has no amounts to
parent corporation. Parts II and III must insurance company (or, in the case of areport on Part II and Part III of Schedule
be completed by the parent corporation, U.S. consolidated tax group, for the U.S.M-3 for the tax year, the parenteach includible corporation, and a parent corporation’s consolidated group)corporation of the U.S. consolidated taxconsolidating eliminations entity. filing Form 1120-PC Schedule M-3, thegroup may attach to the consolidated

At the time the Form 1120-PC is filed, U.S. property and casualty insuranceSchedule M-3 a statement that providesall applicable questions must be company (or the U.S. parent corporation
the name and EIN of the includibleanswered on Part I, all columns must be of a U.S. consolidated tax group) must
corporation in lieu of filing a blank Part IIcompleted on Parts II and III, and all enter “No” on questions 1a, 1b, and 1c,
and Part III of Schedule M-3 for suchnumerical data required by Schedule M-3 skip Part I, lines 2a through 3c, and enter
entity. On Part I check box (4) Dormantmust be provided. Any schedule required the net income (loss) per the books and
subsidiaries schedule attached.to support a line item on Schedule M-3 records of the U.S. property and casualty
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insurance company (or U.S. consolidated if applicable). A corporation filing a corporation must answer questions 1a,
tax group) on Part I, line 4. non-consolidated Form 1120-PC for itself 1b, and 1c of Part I, as appropriate, for its

must report its worldwide income on Part own Form 1120-PC, based on its ownIf no financial statements are prepared
I, line 4. separate income statement, and mustfor a U.S. property and casualty

report on Part I, line 4, the net incomeinsurance company (or, in the case of a In completing Schedule M-3, the
amounts shown on its separate incomeU.S. consolidated tax group, for the U.S. property and casualty insurance company
statement.parent corporation’s consolidated group) must use financial statement amounts

filing Form 1120 Schedule M-3, and the from the financial statement type checked Note. See the instructions for Part I, line
U.S. property and casualty insurance “Yes” on Part I, line 1, or from its books 10, for adjustments that may be
company is owned by a foreign and records if Part I, line 1c is checked necessary to reconcile financial statement
corporation that prepares financial “No.” If Part I, line 1a, is checked “Yes,” income to statutory income for the
statements that include the U.S. report on Part I, line 4, the net income property and casualty insurance
corporation (or the U.S. parent amount reported in the income statement company.
corporation’s consolidated group), the presented to the SEC on the corporation’s

Line 5. Net Income (Loss) ofU.S. corporation (or the U.S. parent Form 10-K (the Form 10-K for the security
corporation of the U.S. consolidated tax identified on Part I, line 3b, if applicable). Nonincludible Foreign Entities
group) must enter “No” on questions 1a, Remove the financial statement netIf a property and casualty insurance
1b, and 1c, skip Part I, lines 2a through income (line 5a) or loss (line 5b) of eachcompany prepares financial statements,
3c, and enter the net income (loss) per foreign entity that is included in thethe amount on line 4 must equal the
the books and records of the U.S. consolidated financial statement groupfinancial statement net income (loss) for
corporation (or U.S. consolidated tax and is not an includible corporation in thethe income statement period ending with
group) on Part I, line 4. U.S. consolidated tax groupor within the tax year as indicated on line

(nonincludible foreign entity). In addition,2a.Line 2. Questions Regarding
on Part I, line 8, adjust for consolidationIf the property and casualty insuranceIncome Statement Period and
eliminations and correct for minoritycompany prepares financial statementsRestatements interest and intercompany dividendsand the income statement period differsEnter the beginning and ending dates on between any nonincludible foreign entityfrom the corporation’s tax year, theline 2a for the property and casualty and any includible corporation. Do notincome statement period indicated on lineinsurance company’s income statement remove in Part I the financial statement2a applies for purposes of Part I, lines 4period ending with or within this tax year. net income (loss) of any nonincludiblethrough 8.
foreign entity accounted for in theThe questions on Part I, lines 2b and

If the property and casualty insurance financial statements on the equity2c, regarding income statement
company does not prepare financial method.restatements refer to the worldwide
statements, check “No” on Part I, line 1c,consolidated income statement issued by Attach a supporting schedule thatand enter the net income (loss) per thethe corporation filing the U.S. federal provides the name, EIN (if applicable),books and records of the U.S. corporationincome tax return (the consolidated and net income (loss) per the financialor the U.S. consolidated tax group on Partfinancial statements for the U.S. parent statement or books and records includedI, line 4.corporation of a U.S. consolidated tax on line 4 that is removed on this line 5 for

Report on Part I, lines 5a through 10,group). Answer “Yes” on lines 2b and/or each separate nonincludible foreign
as instructed below, all adjustment2c if the property and casualty insurance entity. The amounts of income (loss)
amounts required to adjust worldwide netcompany’s income statement has been detailed on the supporting schedule
income (loss) reported on this Part I, linerestated for any reason. Attach a short should be reported for each separate
4 (whether from financial statements orexplanation of the reasons for the nonincludible foreign entity without regard
books and records), to net income (loss)restatement in net income for each to the effect of consolidation or
of includible corporations that must beannual income statement period that is elimination entries. If there are
reported on Part I, line 11.restated, including the original amount consolidation or elimination entries

and restated amount of each annual If a U.S. property and casualty relating to nonincludible foreign entities
statement period’s net income. The insurance company (a) has net income whose income (loss) is reported on the
attached schedule is not required to (loss) included on Part I, line 4, and attached schedule that are not reportable
report restatements on an entity-by-entity removed on Part I, line 6a or 6b, on on Part I, line 8, the net amounts of all
basis. another U.S. corporation’s Schedule M-3, such consolidation and elimination entries

(b) files its own Form 1120-PC (separate must be reported on a separate line onLine 3. Questions Regarding
or consolidated), (c) does not have a the attached schedule, so that thePublicly Traded Voting
separate financial statement (certified or separate financial accounting incomeCommon Stock otherwise) of its own, and (d) reports on (loss) of each nonincludible foreign entity

The primary U.S. publicly traded voting Schedule L of its own Form 1120-PC total remains separately stated. For example, if
common stock class is the most widely consolidated assets that equal or exceed the net income (after consolidation and
held or most heavily traded within the $10 million at the end of the corporation’s elimination entries) of a nonincludible
U.S. as determined by the property and tax year, the property and casualty foreign sub-consolidated group is being
casualty insurance company. If the insurance company must answer reported on line 5a, the attached
property and casualty insurance company questions 1a, 1b, and 1c of Part I as supporting schedule should report the
has more than one class of publicly appropriate for its own Form 1120-PC income (loss) of each separate
traded voting common stock, attach a list and must report on Part I, line 4, the nonincludible foreign legal entity from
of the classes of publicly traded voting amount for the corporation’s net income each such entity’s own financial
common stock and the trading symbol (loss) that is removed on Part I, line 6a or accounting net income statement or
and the nine-digit CUSIP number of each 6b of the other corporation’s Schedule books and records, and any consolidation
class. M-3. However, if in the circumstances or elimination entries (for intercompany

described immediately above, the dividends, minority interests, etc.) notLine 4. Worldwide Consolidated
property and casualty insurance company reportable on Part I, line 8, should beNet Income (Loss) per Income does have separate financial statements reported on the attached supporting

Statement (certified or otherwise) of its own, schedule as a net amount on a line
Report on Part I, line 4, the worldwide independent of the amount of the separate and apart from lines that report
consolidated net income (loss) per the corporation’s net income included in Part each nonincludible foreign entity’s
income statement (or books and records, I, line 4, of the other U.S. corporation, the separate net income (loss).
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adjust for consolidation eliminations and to consolidation entries and eliminationLine 6. Net Income (Loss) of
correct for minority interest and entries that are contained in the amountNonincludible U.S. Entities
intercompany dividends for such other reported on Part I, line 4, required as a

Remove the financial statement net includible corporations and such other result of removing amounts on Part I, line
income (line 6a) or loss (line 6b) of each includible entities. 5 or 6; and (b) amounts of any additional
U.S. entity that is included in the consolidation entries and eliminationAttach a supporting schedule thatconsolidated financial statement group entries that are required as a result ofprovides the name, EIN, and net incomeand is not an includible corporation in the including amounts on Part I, line 7. This is(loss) per the financial statement or booksU.S. consolidated tax group necessary in order that the consolidationand records on this line 7 for each(nonincludible U.S. entity). In addition, on entries and intercompany eliminationsseparate other includible corporation andPart I, line 8, adjust for consolidation entries included in the amount reportedeach separate other includible entity. Theeliminations and correct for minority on Part I, line 11 are only those applicableamounts of income (loss) detailed on theinterest and intercompany dividends to the financial net income (loss) ofsupporting schedule should be reportedbetween any nonincludible U.S. entity and includible corporations for the financialfor each separate other includibleany includible corporation. Do not remove statement period. For example,corporation or entity without regard to thein Part I the financial statement net adjustments must be reported on line 8 toeffect of consolidation or eliminationincome (loss) of any nonincludible U.S. remove minority interest and to reverseentries solely between or among theentity accounted for in the financial the elimination of intercompany dividendsentities listed. If there are consolidation orstatements on the equity method. included on Part I, line 4 that relate to theelimination entries relating to such other

net income of entities removed on Part I,Attach a supporting schedule that includible corporations or entities whose
line 5 or 6, because the income to whichprovides the name, EIN, and net income income (loss) is reported on the attached
the consolidation or elimination entries(loss) per the financial statement or books schedule that are not reportable on Part I,
relate has been removed. Also, forand records included on line 4 that is line 8, the net amounts of all such
example, consolidation or eliminationremoved on this line 6 for each separate consolidation and elimination entries must
entries must be reported on line 8 tononincludible U.S. entity. The amounts of be reported on a separate line on the
reflect any minority interest ownership inincome (loss) detailed on the supporting attached schedule, so that the separate
the net income of other includibleschedule should be reported for each financial accounting income (loss) of each
corporations or entities reported on Part I,separate nonincludible U.S. entity without other includible corporation or entity
line 7, and to eliminate any intercompanyregard to the effect of consolidation or remains separately stated. For example, if
dividends between corporations orelimination entries. If there are the net income (after consolidation and
entities whose income is included on Partconsolidation or elimination entries elimination entries) of a sub-consolidated
I, line 7 and other corporations included inrelating to nonincludible U.S. entities U.S. group of other includible
the consolidated U.S. federal income taxwhose income (loss) is reported on the corporations or entities is being reported
return.attached schedule that are not reportable on line 7a, the attached supporting

on Part I, line 8, the net amounts of all schedule should report the income (loss) If a corporate owner of an interest in
such consolidation and elimination entries of each separate other includible another entity (entity): (1) accounts for the
must be reported on a separate line on corporation or entity from each interest in entity in the owner
the attached schedule, so that the corporation’s own financial accounting net corporation’s separate general ledger on
separate financial accounting income income statement or books and records, the equity method, and (2) fully
(loss) of each nonincludible U.S. entity and any consolidation or elimination consolidates entity in the owner
remains separately stated. For example, if entries (for intercompany dividends, corporation’s consolidated financial
the net income (after consolidation and minority interests, etc.) not reportable on statements, but entity is not includible in
elimination entries) of a nonincludible Part I, line 8, should be reported on the the owner corporation’s consolidated U.S.
U.S. sub-consolidated group is being attached supporting schedule as a net federal income tax return, then, as part of
reported on line 6a, the attached amount on a line separate and apart from reversing all consolidation and elimination
supporting schedule should report the lines that report each other includible entries for the nonincludible entity, the
income (loss) of each separate corporation’s or entity’s separate net corporate owner must reverse on
nonincludible U.S. legal entity from each income (loss). Schedule M-3, Part I, line 8, the
such entity’s own financial accounting net elimination of the equity income inclusion
income statement or books and records, Line 8. Adjustment to from entity. If the owner corporation does
and any consolidation or elimination Eliminations of Transactions not account for entity on the equity
entries (for intercompany dividends, Between Includible Entities and method on its own general ledger, it will
minority interests, etc.) not reportable on not have eliminated the equity income forNonincludible EntitiesPart I, line 8, should be reported on the consolidated financial statementAdjustments on Part I, line 8, to reverseattached supporting schedule as a net purposes, and therefore will have nocertain financial accounting consolidationamount on a line separate and apart from elimination of equity income to reverse.or elimination entries are necessary tolines that report each nonincludible U.S.

ensure that transactions between The attached supporting schedule forentity’s separate net income (loss).
includible corporations and nonincludible Part I, line 8, must identify the type (e.g.,

Line 7. Net Income (Loss) of U.S. or foreign entities are not eliminated, minority interest, intercompany dividends,
in order to report the correct total amount etc.) and amount of consolidation orOther Includible Entities
on Part I, line 11. Also, additional elimination entries reported, as well asInclude the financial statement net
consolidation entries and eliminations the names of the entities to which theyincome (line 7a) or loss (line 7b) of each
entries may be necessary on Part I, line pertain. It is not necessary, but it iscorporation includible in the U.S.
8, related to transactions between permitted, to report intercompanyconsolidated tax group that is not
includible corporations that are in the eliminations that net to zero on Part I, lineincluded in the consolidated financial
consolidated financial statement group 8, such as intercompany interest incomestatement group (other includible
and other includible corporations and and expense.corporation) and therefore not included in
entities that are not in the consolidatedthe income reported on Part I, line 4. Also Line 9. Adjustment to Reconcilefinancial statement group but that areinclude on this line 7 the financial Income Statement Period to Taxreported on Part I, line 7, in order tostatement income of any disregarded
report the correct total amount on Part I, Yearentity that is not included in the income
line 11.reported on Part I, line 4, but is included Include on line 9 any adjustments

on Part I, line 11 (other includible Include on Part I, line 8, the total of the necessary to the income (loss) of
entities). In addition, on Part I, line 8, following: (a) amounts of any adjustments includible corporations to reconcile
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differences between the corporation’s included in Part I before any adjustments income or other income received from
income statement period reported on line on line 10, the amount of net income non-includible corporations.
2a and the corporation’s tax year. Attach included on Part I, line 11, the amount of

Example 3.a schedule describing the adjustment. the net adjustment that is attributable to
intercompany dividend adjustments 1. U.S. property and casualtyStatutory accounting for an insurance
required to be reported by statutory insurance company P is publicly tradedcompany subsidiary acquired or merged
accounting and included on Part I, line and files Form 10-K with the SEC. P ownsmay require the use of a financial
10a, the amount of the net adjustment 80% or more of the stock of 75 U.S.statement period for income reported on
attributable to other statutory accounting corporations, DS1 through DS75,Part I, line 11 that differs from the period
requirements and included on Part I, line between 51% and 79% of the stock of 25reported on Part I, line 4 or line 7. Report
10b, and the amount of the remainder of U.S. corporations DS76 through DS100,on Part I, line 10b adjustments to income
the net adjustment not required because and 100% of the stock of 50 foreignbecause of such differences in accounting
of statutory accounting and included on subsidiaries FS1 through FS50. Pperiod.
Part I, line 10c. If any net adjustment is eliminates all dividend income from DS1Line 10a. Intercompany included for the corporation on Part I, through DS100 and FS1 through FS50 in

Dividend Adjustments To lines 10b or 10c, attach a supplemental financial statement consolidation entries.
supporting schedule identifying the lineReconcile to Line 11 Furthermore, P eliminates the minority
(10b or 10c), the type of each adjustment interest ownership, if any, of DS1 throughLine 10b. Other Statutory
included in the net adjustment, and the DS100 in financial statementAccounting Adjustments To
amount of each adjustment included in consolidation entries. P’s SEC Form 10-KReconcile to Line 11 the net adjustment. includes P, DS1 through DS100 and FS1Line 10c. Other Adjustments To

through FS50 on a fully consolidatedReconcile to Amount on Line 11 Line 11. Net Income (Loss) per basis. P files a consolidated U.S. federal
Include on lines 10a, 10b, and 10c any Income Statement of Includible income tax return with DS1 through
other adjustments to reconcile net income Corporations DS75.
(loss) on Part I, line 4 through Part I, line Report on line 11 the net income (loss) P must check “Yes” on Part I, line 1a.9, with net income (loss) on Part I, line 11. per the income statement (or books and On Part I, line 4, P must report theInclude on line 10a the amount of any records, if applicable) of the property and consolidated net income from the SECintercompany dividend adjustment casualty insurance company. In the case Form 10-K for the consolidated financialrequired by statutory accounting. Include of a U.S. consolidated tax group, report statement group of P, DS1 throughon line 10b the amount of any other the consolidated income statement net DS100, and FS1 through FS50. P mustrequired statutory accounting adjustment. income (loss) of all corporations listed on remove the net income (loss) of FS1Include on line 10c the amount of any Form 851 and included in the through FS50 on Part I, lines 5a or 5b, asother adjustment not required by statutory consolidated U.S. federal income tax applicable. P must remove the net incomeaccounting. return for the tax year. Amounts reported (loss) before minority interests of DS76

Normally, all intercompany dividends in column (a) of Parts II and III (see through DS100 on Part I, lines 6a or 6b,
will have been eliminated or excluded instructions below) must be reported on as applicable. P must reverse on Part I,
from the financial accounting consolidated the same accounting method as is used line 8:
net income (loss) reported on Part I, line to report the amount of net income (loss) a. The elimination of dividends4. However, an insurance company may per income statement of includible received by P and DS1 through DS75be required to include certain corporations on Part I, line 11, which for from DS76 through DS100 and FS1intercompany dividends on Part I, line 11, insurance companies is usually statutory through FS50; andso that the amount reported on Part I, line accounting. (For insurance companies

b. The recognition of minority11, agrees with statutory accounting net included in the consolidated U.S. federal
interests’ share of the net income (loss) ofincome (Annual Statement). If the net income tax return, see instructions for
DS76 through DS100. (Note: The minorityincome (loss) of a corporation that files Part I, line 10 and Part II, line 7.)
interests’ share, if any, of the income ofForm 1120-PC or Form 1120-L is

Do not, in any event, report on this line DS1 through DS75 must be reported inincluded on Part I, line 4 or line 7, and is
11 the net income of entities not listed on Part II, line 8, Minority interest forcomputed on a basis other than statutory
Form 851 other than disregarded entities includible corporations.)accounting, include on line 10a the
and not included in the consolidated U.S.adjustments necessary such that Part I, P reports on Part I, line 11, the
federal income tax return for the tax year.line 11, includes intercompany dividends consolidated financial statement net
For example, it is not permissible toin the net income (loss) for such income (loss) attributable to the includible
remove the income of non-includiblecorporation to the extent required by corporations. Intercompany transactions
entities on lines 5 and/or 6, above, then tostatutory accounting principles. (For between the includible corporations that
add back such income on lines 7 throughinsurance companies included in the had been eliminated in the net income
10, such that the amount reported at lineconsolidated U.S. federal income tax amount on line 4 remain eliminated in the
11 includes the net income of entities notreturn, see instructions for Part I, line 11 net income amount on line 11.
includible in the consolidated U.S. federaland Part II, line 7.) Transactions between the includible
income tax return. A principal purpose of corporations and the nonincludibleStatutory accounting for an insurance
Schedule M-3 is to report on this Part I, entities that are eliminated in the netcompany subsidiary acquired or merged
line 11, only the financial accounting netmay require the use of a financial income amount on line 4 are included in
income of only the corporations includedstatement period for income reported on the net income amount on line 11 since
in the consolidated U.S. federal incomePart I, line 11 that differs from the period the elimination of those transactions were
tax return.reported on Part I, line 4 or line 7. Report reversed on line 8.

on Part I, line 10b adjustments to income 2. Foreign corporation F owns 100%Whether or not the corporation
because of such differences in accounting of the stock of U.S. corporation P. P ownsprepares financial statements, Part I, line
period. 100% of the stock of DS1, 60% of the11, must include all items that impact the

stock of DS2, and 100% of the stock ofnet income (loss) of the corporation evenFor any adjustments reported on Part
FS1. F prepares certified audited financialif they are not recorded in the profit andI, lines 10a, 10b, and 10c, attach a
statements. P does not prepare anyloss accounts in the corporation’s generalsupporting schedule that provides, for

ledger, including, for example, all financial statements. P files aeach corporation to which an adjustment
post-closing adjusting entries (including consolidated U.S. federal income taxrelates: the name and EIN of the
workpaper adjustments) and dividend return with DS1.corporation, the amount of net income
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P must not complete Schedule M-3, general ledger on the equity method. DS1 C must remove the $100 net income of
Part I, with reference to the financial has net income of $100 (before minority N on Part I, line 6a. C must reverse on
statements of its foreign parent F. P must interests) and pays dividends of $50, of Part I, line 8, the elimination of the $40
check “No” on Part I, lines 1a, 1b, and 1c, which P receives $30. The dividend minority interest net income of N and the
skip lines 2a through 3c of Part I, and reduces P’s investment in DS1 for equity elimination of the $60 of N equity method
enter worldwide net income (loss) per the method reporting on P’s separate general income. The result is that C includes the
books and records of the includible ledger where P includes its 60% equity $60 of equity method income for N on
corporations (P and DS1) on Part I, line 4. share of DS1 income, which is $60. In its Part I, line 11, and on Part II, line 9,
If the amount on line 4 includes the financial statements, P eliminates the column (a). C’s taxable income from N
income (loss) of DS2 and FS1 or is not on DS1 equity method income of $60 and must be reported by C on Part II, line 9,the statutory basis, P must enter any consolidates DS1, including $60 of net column (d).necessary adjustments on lines 5a income ($100 less the minority interest of
through 10 in order for Part I, line 11, to $40) on Part I, line 4.

Example 5. U.S. property andreport the net income (loss) of includible P must remove the $100 net income of
casualty insurance company P owns 80%corporations P and DS1, net of DS1 on Part I, line 6a. P must reverse on
of the stock of corporation DS1. DS1 iseliminations for transactions between P Part I, line 8, the elimination of the $40
included in P’s consolidated federaland DS1. minority interest net income of DS1 and
income tax return, even though DS1 isthe elimination of the $60 of DS1 equity
not included in P’s consolidated financialincome. The net result is that P includesExample 4.
statements on either a consolidated basisthe $60 of equity method income from1. U.S. property and casualty or on the equity method. DS1 has currentDS1 at Part I, line 11, and on Part II, lineinsurance company P owns 60% of year net income of $100 after taking into6, column (a). P’s taxable dividendcorporation DS1 which is fully

income from its investment in DS1 must account its $40 interest payment to P. Pconsolidated in P’s financial statements.
be reported on Part II, line 7, column (d). has net income of $1,040 afterP does not account for DS1 in P’s

recognition of the interest income from4. U.S. property and casualtyseparate general ledger on the equity
DS1. Because DS1 is an includibleinsurance company C owns 60% of themethod. DS1 has net income of $100
corporation, 100% of the net income ofcapital and profits interests in U.S. LLC N.(before minority interests) and pays
both P and DS1 must be reported onC accounts for N in C’s separate generaldividends of $50, of which P receives
Form 1120-PC, Schedule A, of the PDSledger on the equity method. N has net$30. The dividend is eliminated in the
consolidated U.S. federal income taxincome of $100 (before minority interests)consolidated financial statements. In its

and makes no distributions during the tax return, and the intercompany interestfinancial statements, P consolidates DS1
year. C treats N as a corporation for income and expense must be removed byand includes $60 of net income ($100
financial statement purposes and as a consolidation elimination entries.less the minority interest of $40) on Part I,
partnership for U.S. federal income taxline 4.

P must report its financial statementpurposes. For equity method reporting onP must remove the $100 net income of
C’s separate general ledger, C includes net income of $1,040 on Part I, line 4, andDS1 on Part I, line 6a. P must reverse on
its 60% equity share of N income, which reports DS1’s net income of $100 on PartPart I, line 8, the elimination of the $40
is $60. In its financial statements, C I, line 7. Then, in order to reflect the fullminority interest net income of DS1. In
eliminates the $60 of N equity method consolidation of the financial accountingaddition, P reverses its elimination of the
income and consolidates N including $60 net income of P and DS1 at Part I, line$30 intercompany dividend in its financial
of net income ($100 less the minority 11, Net income (loss) per incomestatements on Part I, line 8. The net result
interest of $40) on Part I, line 4. statement of includible corporations, theis that P includes the $30 dividend from

C must remove the $100 net income of following consolidation and eliminationDS1 at Part I, line 11, and on Part II, line
N on Part I, line 6a. C must reverse on7, column (a). P’s taxable dividend entries are reported on Part I, line 8: (a)
Part I, line 8, the elimination of the $40income from DS1 must be reported on offsetting entries to remove the $40 of
minority interest net income of N and thePart II, line 7, column (d). interest income received from DS1
elimination of the $60 of N equity method2. U.S. property and casualty included by P on line 4, and to remove
income. The result is that C includes theinsurance company C owns 60% of the the $40 of interest expense of DS1
$60 of equity method income for N oncapital and profits interests in U.S. LLC N. included in line 7 for a net change of zero;
Part I, line 11, and on Part II, line 9,C does not account for N in P’s separate and (b) an entry to reflect the $20 minority
column (a). C’s taxable income from Ngeneral ledger on the equity method. N interest in the net income of DS1 (DS1
must be reported by C on Part II, line 9,has net income of $100 (before minority net income of $100 × 20% minority
column (d).interests) and makes no distributions interest). The result is that Part 1, line 11,

during the tax year. C treats N as a 5. U.S. property and casualty reports $1,120: $1,040 from line 4, $100
corporation for financial statement insurance company C owns 60% of the from line 7, and ($20) from line 8. Statedpurposes and as a partnership for U.S. capital and profits interests in U.S. LLC N. another way, Part I, line 11, includes thefederal income tax purposes. In its C accounts for N in C’s separate general entire $1,000 net income of P, measuredfinancial statements, C consolidates N ledger on the equity method. N has net before recognition of the intercompanyand includes $60 of net income ($100 income of $100 (before minority interests) interest income from DS1 and theless the minority interest of $40) on Part I, and pays a $50 cash distribution, of which consolidation of DS1 operations, plus theline 4. C receives $30. The distribution reduces entire $140 net income of DS1, measuredC must remove the $100 net income of C’s investment in N for equity method before interest expense to P, less theN on Part I, line 6a. C must reverse on reporting on C’s separate general ledger.

minority interest ownership of $20 inPart I, line 8, the elimination of the $40 C treats N as a corporation for financial
DS1’s separate net income ($100). Theminority interest net income of N. The statement purposes and as a partnership
PDS consolidated U.S. federal income taxresult is that C includes no income for N for U.S. federal income tax purposes. For
group is required to include on theeither on Part I, line 11, or on Part II, line equity method reporting on C’s separate
attached supporting schedule for Part I,9, column (a). C’s taxable income from N general ledger, C includes its 60% equity
line 8, the details of the adjustment to themust be reported by C on Part II, line 9. share of N income, which is $60. In its
minority interest in the net income of DS1,3. U.S. property and casualty financial statements, C eliminates the $60
but is not required to report the offsettinginsurance company P owns 60% of of N equity method income and
adjustment to the intercompanycorporation DS1, which is fully consolidates N and includes $60 of net
elimination of interest income and interestconsolidated in P’s financial statements. income ($100 less the minority interest of
expense (though it is permitted to do so).P accounts for DS1 in P’s separate $40) on Part I, line 4.
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to file Schedule M-3, a property and consolidated Form 1120-PC, Schedule A,
casualty insurance company voluntarily line 35.Specific Instructions for
files Schedule M-3 in lieu of Schedule

When To Complete Columns (b)Parts II and III M-1, then in those voluntary filing years
and (c)the property and casualty insuranceFor U.S. consolidated tax returns, file

company is not required to completesupporting schedules for each includible Columns (b) and (c) of Parts II and III
columns (a) and (d) of Parts II and III. Incorporation. See Consolidated Return in must be completed for any tax year for
addition, in the first tax year the propertythe instructions for Form 1120-PC. which the property and casualty
and casualty insurance company is insurance company files Schedule M-3.
required to file Schedule M-3 the propertyGeneral Format for Parts II For any item of income, gain, loss,and casualty insurance company is not

expense, or deduction for which there is aand III required to complete columns (a) and (d)
difference between columns (a) and (d),Indicate on the line after the common of Parts II and III.
the portion of the difference that isparent’s name on Part II and Part III, If a property and casualty insurance temporary must be entered in column (b)whether the Schedule M-3 is for the: (1) company that is not a mixed group and the portion of the difference that isconsolidated tax group; (2) parent chooses not to complete columns (a) and permanent must be entered in column (c).corporation; (3) consolidation (d) of Parts II and III in the first tax yeareliminations; (4) subsidiary corporation; or If financial statements are prepared bythe property and casualty insurance(5) Mixed 1120/L/PC group, by checking the property and casualty insurancecompany is required to file Schedule M-3the appropriate box. If applicable, indicate company in accordance with statutory(or in any year in which the property andon the second line of checkboxes, accounting principles (SAP), differencescasualty insurance company voluntarilywhether the Schedule M-3 is for a that are treated as temporary for SAPfiles Schedule M-3), then Part II, line 30,sub-consolidated: (6) 1120-PC group; or must be reported in column (b) andis reconciled by the property and casualty(7) 1120-PC eliminations. See sections differences that are permanent (that is,insurance company (or, in the case of aabove titled Consolidated Schedule M-3 not temporary for SAP) must be reportedU.S. consolidated tax group, by theVersus Consolidating Schedules M-3 for in column (c). Generally, pursuant togroup’s parent property and casualtyForm 1120-PC Groups and Schedule M-3 SAP, a temporary difference affectsinsurance company on Part II, line 30, ofConsolidation for Mixed Groups (1120/L/ (creates, increases, or decreases) athe group’s consolidated Schedule M-3)PC). deferred tax asset or liability.in the following manner:

For each line item in Parts II and III, If the property and casualty insurance1. Report the amount from Part I, line
report in column (a) the amount of net company does not prepare financial11, on Part II, line 30, column (a);
income (loss) included in Part I, line 11, statements, or the financial statements2. Leave blank Part II, lines 1 through
and report in column (d) the amount are not prepared in accordance with SAP,29, columns (a) and (d);
included in taxable income on Form report in column (b) any difference that3. Leave blank Part III, columns (a)
1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35. the property and casualty insuranceand (d); and

company believes will reverse in a futureNote: A schedule or explanation may be 4. Report on Part II, line 30, column
tax year (that is, have an opposite effectattached to any line even if none is (d), the sum of Part II, line 30, columns
on taxable income in a future tax year (orrequired. (a), (b), and (c).
years) due to the difference in timing of

When To Complete Columns (a) recognition for financial accounting andNote: Mixed groups should see the
U.S. federal income tax purposes) or isand (d) section, Schedule M-3 Consolidation for
the reversal of such a difference thatMixed Groups (1120/L/PC).A property and casualty insurance
arose in a prior tax year. Report in columncompany is not required to complete In the case of a U.S. consolidated tax (c) any difference that the property andcolumns (a) and (d) of Parts II and III for group that is not a mixed group, the casualty insurance company believes willthe first tax year the property and casualty reconciliation described in the preceding not reverse in a future tax year (and is notinsurance company is required to file paragraph must be performed by each the reversal of such a difference thatSchedule M-3, and for all subsequent member of the U.S. consolidated tax arose in a prior tax year).years the corporation is required to file group. However, because Part I must be

Schedule M-3, the corporation must If the property and casualty insurancecompleted only once on the consolidated
complete Schedule M-3 in its entirety. company is unable to determine whetherSchedule M-3 by the parent corporation
Accordingly, the corporation must a difference between column (a) andof the U.S. consolidated tax group, the
complete columns (a) and (d) of Parts II column (d) for an item will reverse in aamount reported on Part II, line 30,
and III for all tax years subsequent to the future tax year or is the reversal of acolumn (a), by each member of the U.S.
first tax year the property and casualty difference that arose in a prior tax year,consolidated tax group on its respective
insurance company is required to file report the difference for that item inSchedule M-3 is the amount attributable
Schedule M-3. For example, if a column (c).to that member that is reported on the
corporation was required to file Schedule consolidated Schedule M-3, Part I, line Example 6. For the 2006, 2007, andM-3 as a member of a U.S. consolidated 11, completed by the parent corporation. 2008 tax years, property and casualtytax group and the corporation leaves the Accordingly, the amount reported on Part insurance company A has totalU.S. consolidated tax group, the II, line 30, columns (a) through (d) of the consolidated assets on the last day of thecorporation is required to complete consolidated Schedule M-3 is the sum of tax year as reported on Schedule L, lineSchedule M-3 in its entirety in any the amounts reported by each member of 15, column (d), of $8 million, $11 million,succeeding tax year that the corporation the U.S. consolidated tax group on its and $12 million, respectively. A isis required to complete Schedule M-3. respective Schedule M-3 (including a required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007However, if the corporation joins in filing a Schedule M-3 for consolidation and 2008 tax years.different consolidated U.S. federal income eliminations, if necessary). Note that the

For its 2006 tax year, A voluntarily filestax return, then the corporation must amount reported on Part II, line 30,
Schedule M-3 in lieu of Schedule M-1 andcomplete its Schedule M-3 in its entirety column (a) of the consolidated Schedule
does not complete columns (a) and (d) ofin any year that the U.S. consolidated tax M-3 must equal the amount reported on
Parts II and III.group must complete its Schedule M-3 in Part I, line 11 of the consolidated

its entirety. Schedule M-3, and that the amount For A’s 2007 tax year, the first tax year
If, for any tax year (or tax years) prior reported on Part II, line 30, column (d) of that A is required to file Schedule M-3, A

to the first tax year a property and the consolidated Schedule M-3 must is only required to complete Part I and
casualty insurance company is required equal the amount reported on the columns (b) and (c) of Parts II and III. For
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A’s 2008 tax year, A is required to taxable income unless (a) otherwise consistent reporting of all transactions of
complete Schedule M-3 in its entirety. provided in these instructions or (b) the like substantive nature that occurred

amount is attributable to a reportable during the tax year. For example, allExample 7. Property and casualty
transaction described in Regulations expense amounts that are included in theinsurance company B is a U.S. publicly
section 1.6011-4(b) and is therefore annual statement or exist in the bookstraded corporation that files a U.S.
reported on Part II, line 12. For example, and records that represent some form ofconsolidated tax return and prepares
with the exception of interest income “Bad debt expense,” except write offs ofconsolidated SAP/GAAP financial
reflected on a Schedule K-1 received by a premium receivables, must be reportedstatements. In prior years, B acquired
property and casualty insurance company on Part III, line 32, in column (a),intellectual property (IP) and goodwill
as a result of the property and casualty regardless of whether the amounts arethrough several corporate acquisitions.
insurance company’s investment in a recorded or stated under differentThe IP is amortizable for both U.S. federal
partnership or other pass-through entity, nomenclature in the annual statement orincome tax and financial statement
all interest income, whether from the books and records such as: “Provisionpurposes. In the current year, B’s annual
unconsolidated affiliated companies, third for doubtful accounts” or “Expense foramortization expense for IP is $9,000 for
parties, banks, or other entities, whether uncollectible notes receivable.” Likewise,U.S. federal income tax purposes and
imputed interest or not, whether from as stated in the preceding paragraph, all$6,000 for financial statement purposes.
foreign or domestic sources, whether fines and penalties must be included onIn its financial statements, B treats the
taxable or exempt from tax and Part III, line 11, column (a), regardless ofdifference in IP amortization as a
regardless of how or where the income is the terminology or nomenclature attachedtemporary difference. The goodwill is not
classified in the property and casualty to them by the property and casualtyamortizable for U.S. federal income tax
insurance company’s annual statement, insurance company in its books andpurposes and is subject to impairment for
must be included on Part II, line 13, records or annual statement.financial statement purposes. In the
column (a). Likewise, all fines and With limited exceptions, Part IIcurrent year, B records an impairment
penalties paid to a government or other includes lines for specific items of income,charge on the goodwill of $5,000. In its
authority for the violation of any law for gain, or loss (income items). (See Part II,financial statements, B treats the goodwill
which fines or penalties are assessed lines 1 through 24.) If an income item isimpairment as a permanent difference. B
must be included on Part III, line 11, described in Part II, lines 1 through 24,must report the amortization attributable
column (a), regardless of the government report the amount of the item on theto the IP on Part III, line 28, and report
authority that imposed the fines or applicable line, regardless of whether$6,000 in column (a), a temporary
penalties, regardless of whether the fines there is a difference for the item. If theredifference of $3,000 in column (b), and
or penalties are civil or criminal, is a difference for the income item, or only$9,000 in column (d). B must report the
regardless of the classification, a portion of the income item has agoodwill impairment on Part III, line 27,
nomenclature, or terminology attached to difference and a portion of the item doesand report $5,000 in column (a), a
the fines or penalties by the imposing not have a difference, and the item is notpermanent difference of ($5,000) in
authority in its actions or documents, and described in Part II, lines 1 through 24,column (c), and $0 in column (d).
regardless of how or where the fines or report and describe the entire amount of
penalties are classified in the property the item on Part II, line 25.Reporting Requirements and casualty insurance company’s

With limited exceptions, Part IIIsummary of operations or the income andfor Parts II and III includes lines for specific items ofexpense accounts maintained in theExcept for mixed group consolidation, the expense or deduction (expense items).property and casualty insurancenumber of Parts II must equal the number (See Part III, lines 1 through 37.) If ancompany’s books and records.of Parts III filed by the corporation. Mixed expense item is described on Part III,
groups should see the discussion, If a property and casualty insurance lines 1 through 37, report the amount of
Schedule M-3 Consolidation for Mixed company would be required to report in the item on the applicable line, regardless
Groups (1120/L/PC). column (a) of Parts II and III the amount of whether there is a difference for the

of any item specifically listed on Schedule item. If there is a difference for theGeneral Reporting M-3 in accordance with the preceding expense item, or only a portion of the
Requirements paragraph, except that the property and expense item has a difference and a

casualty insurance company has portion of the item does not have aIf an amount is attributable to a reportable
capitalized the item of income or expense difference and the item is not described intransaction described in Regulations
and reports the amount in its annual Part III, lines 1 through 37, report andsection 1.6011-4(b), the amount must be
statement or in asset and liability describe the entire amount of the item onreported in columns (a), (b), (c), and (d),
accounts maintained in the property and Part III, line 38.as applicable, of Part II, line 12, Items
casualty insurance company’s books andrelating to reportable transactions, If there is no difference between the
records, the property and casualtyregardless of whether the amount would annual statement amount and the taxable
insurance company must report theotherwise be reported on Part II or Part III amount of an entire item of income, loss,
proper tax treatment of the item inof Schedule M-3. Thus, if a taxpayer files expense, or deduction and the item is not
columns (b), (c), and (d), as applicable.Form 8886, Reportable Transaction described or included in Part II, lines 1

Disclosure Statement, the amounts through 25, or Part III, lines 1 through 38,Furthermore, in applying the twoattributable to that reportable transaction report the entire amount of the item inpreceding paragraphs, a property andmust be reported on Part II, line 12. column (a) and (d) of Part II, line 28.casualty insurance company is required
A property and casualty insurance to report in column (a) of Parts II and III Separately stated and adequately

company is required to report in column the amount of any item specifically listed disclosed. Each difference reported in
(a) of Parts II and III the amount of any on Schedule M-3 that is included in the Parts II and III must be separately stated
item specifically listed on Schedule M-3 property and casualty insurance and adequately disclosed. In general, a
that is in any manner included in the company’s annual statement or exists in difference is adequately disclosed if the
property and casualty insurance the property and casualty insurance difference is labeled in a manner that
company’s current year annual statement company’s books and records, regardless clearly identifies the item or transaction
net income (loss) or in an income or of the nomenclature associated with that from which the difference arises. For
expense account maintained in the item in the annual statement or books and further guidance about adequate
property and casualty insurance records. Accurate completion of Schedule disclosure, see Regulations section
company’s books and records, even if M-3 requires reporting amounts according 1.6662-4(f) and Rev. Proc. 2006-48,
there is no difference between that to the substantive nature of the specific 2006-47 I.R.B. 934. If a specific item of
amount and the amount included in line items included in Schedule M-3 and income, gain, loss, expense, or deduction
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is described on Part II, lines 9 through 24, expenses. In its annual statement, D Line 1. Income (Loss) From
or Part III, lines 1 through 37, and the line treats the two reserve accounts as giving Equity Method Foreign
does not indicate to “attach schedule” or rise to temporary differences that will Corporations“attach details,” and the specific reverse in future years. The two reserves

Report on line 1, column (a), the incomeinstructions for the line do not call for an are expenses in D’s 2007 annual
statement income (loss) included in Part I,attachment of a schedule or statement, statement but are not deductions for U.S.
line 11, for any foreign corporationthen the item is considered separately federal income tax purposes in 2007. D
accounted for on the equity method andstated and adequately disclosed if the must not combine the Schedule M-3
remove such amount in column (b) or (c),item is reported on the applicable line and differences for the three reserve as applicable. Report the amount ofthe amount(s) of the item(s) are reported accounts. D must report the amounts dividends received and other taxablein the applicable columns of the attributable to the allowance for bad debts amounts received or includible fromapplicable line. See the instructions on Part III, line 32 and must separately foreign corporations on Part II, lines 2beginning on page 12 for specific state and adequately disclose the amount through 5, as applicable.additional information required to be attributable to the other reserve, office

provided for amounts reported on Part II, closure costs, on a required, attached Line 2. Gross Foreignlines 1 through 8. schedule that supports the amounts at Dividends Not Previously Taxed
Note: A schedule or explanation may be Part III, line 38.

Except as otherwise provided in thisattached to any line even if none is
paragraph, report on line 2, column (d),Example 10. Property and casualtyrequired.
the amount (before any withholding tax)insurance company F is a calendar yearExcept as otherwise provided, of any foreign dividends included intaxpayer that was required to filedifferences for the same item must be current year taxable income on FormSchedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and iscombined or netted together and reported 1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35, and reportrequired to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007as one amount on the applicable line of on line 2, column (a), the amount oftax year. During 2007, F incurs $200 ofSchedule M-3. However, differences for dividends from any foreign corporationmeals and entertainment expenses that Fseparate items must not be combined or included in Part I, line 11. Do not reportdeducts in computing net income per thenetted together. Each item (and on Part II, line 2, any amounts that mustincome statement. $50 of the $200 iscorresponding amount attributable to that be reported on Part II, lines 3 or 4, orsubject to the 50% limitation underitem) must be separately stated and dividends that were previously taxed andsection 274(n). In its annual statement, Fadequately disclosed on the applicable must be reported on Part II, line 5. (Seetreats the limitation on deductions forline of Schedule M-3, or any schedule the instructions below for Part II, lines 3, 4meals and entertainment as a permanentrequired to be attached, even if the and 5.)difference. Because meals andamounts are below a certain dollar

entertainment expenses are specifically For any dividends reported on Part II,amount.
described in Part III, line 10, Meals and line 2, that are received on a class ofExample 8. Property and casualty entertainment, F must report all of its voting stock of which the property andinsurance company C is a calendar year casualty insurance company directly ormeals and entertainment expenses ontaxpayer that placed in service ten indirectly owned 10% or more of thethis line, regardless of whether there is adepreciable fixed assets in 2000. C was outstanding shares of that class at anydifference. Accordingly, F must reportrequired to file Schedule M-3 for its 2006 time during the tax year, report on an$200 in column (a), $25 in column (c),tax year and is required to file Schedule attached supporting schedule for Part II,and $175 in column (d). F must not reportM-3 for its 2007 tax year. C’s total line 2 (1) the name of the dividend payerthe $150 of meals and entertainmentdepreciation expense for its 2007 tax year (2) the payer’s EIN (if applicable) (3) theexpenses that are deducted in F’s annualfor five of the assets is $50,000 for class of voting stock on which thestatement net income and are fullyincome statement purposes and $70,000 dividend was paid (4) the percentage ofdeductible for U.S. federal income taxfor U.S. federal income tax purposes. C’s the class directly or indirectly owned, andpurposes on Part II, line 28, and the $50total annual depreciation expense for its (5) the item amounts for columns (a)subject to the limitation under section2007 tax year for the other five assets is through (d).274(n) on Part III, line 10.$40,000 for income statement purposes

and $30,000 for U.S. federal income tax Line 3. Subpart F, QEF, and
purposes. In its annual statement, C Similar Income Inclusionstreats the differences between annual Part II. Reconciliation of Report on line 3, column (d), the amountstatement and U.S. federal income tax

included in taxable income under sectiondepreciation expense as giving rise to Net Income (Loss) per
951 (relating to Subpart F), gains or othertemporary differences that will reverse in Income Statement of income inclusions resulting from electionsfuture years. C must combine all of its
under sections 1291(d)(2) and 1298(b)(1),depreciation adjustments. Accordingly, C Includible Corporations and any amount included in taxablemust report on Part III, line 31, for its
income pursuant to section 1293 (relatingWith Taxable Income per2007 tax year income statement
to qualified electing funds). The amount ofdepreciation expense of $90,000 in Return Subpart F income corresponds to the totalcolumn (a), a temporary difference of
of the amounts reported by the property$10,000 in column (b), and U.S. federal Lines 1 Through 8. Additional and casualty insurance company on lineincome tax depreciation expense of Information for Each Property 6, Schedule I, of all Forms 5471,$100,000 in column (d).

and Casualty Insurance Information Return of U.S. Persons WithExample 9. Property and casualty Respect to Certain Foreign Corporations.Companyinsurance company D is a calendar year The amount of qualified electing fundFor any item reported on Part II, lines 1, 3taxpayer that was required to file income corresponds to the total of thethrough 6, or 8, attach a supportingSchedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and is amounts reported by the property andschedule that provides the name of therequired to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007 casualty insurance company on line 3(a),entity for which the item is reported, thetax year. On December 31, 2007, D Part II, of all Forms 8621, Return by atype of entity (corporation, partnership,establishes two reserve accounts in the Shareholder of a Passive Foreignetc.), the entity’s EIN (if applicable), andamount of $100,000 for each account. Investment Company or Qualifiedthe item amounts for columns (a) throughOne reserve account is an allowance for Electing Fund.(d). See the instructions for Part II, lines 2agency balances that are estimated to be
and 7, for the specific informationuncollectible. The second reserve is an Also include on line 3 PFIC
required for those particular lines.estimate of future office closure mark-to-market gains and losses under
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section 1296. Do not report such gains dividends on Part II, line 7 column (a) and Parts II and III: one for G, one for DS1,
and losses on Part II, line 15. the taxable amount of those dividends on and one for consolidation eliminations.

Part II, line 7 column (d). (For insurance On the Schedule M-3, Parts II and IIILine 4. Section 78 Gross-Up companies included in the consolidated for DS1, $1,000 is reported on Part II, lineReport on line 4, column (d), the amount U.S. federal income tax return, see 28 and line 30, in both columns (a) andof any section 78 gross-up not included in instructions for Part I, lines 10 and 11.) (d). On G’s Schedule M-3, Parts II and III,column (d) of Part II, lines 9, 10, and 11, For any intercompany dividends zero is reported on Part II, line 30, in bothIncome (loss) from U.S. partnerships, (dividends received from includible columns (a) and (d). On the consolidationforeign partnerships and other corporations listed on Form 851) included eliminations Schedule M-3, Parts II andpass-through entities. The section 78 on Part II, line 7, report on an attached III, on Part II, line 8 and line 30, thegross-up amount on this line 4 must supporting schedule for Part II, line 7 (1) minority interest elimination for the U.S.correspond to the total section 78 the name of the dividend payer (2) the consolidated tax group is reported asgross-up amounts reported by the payer’s EIN (3) the class of stock or ($100) in column (a), $100 in column (c),property and casualty insurance company security on which the dividends were paid and $0 in column (d).on all Forms 1118, Foreign Tax Credit— (4) the amount of any net adjustment On the Schedule M-3, Parts II and IIICorporations, excluding the amounts included on Part I, line 10a, for such for the U.S. consolidated tax group, onreported in column (d) of Part II, lines 9, dividends, and (5) the amounts for Part II, line 8, Minority interest for10, and 11. columns (a) through (d). includible corporations, ($100) is reported
Line 5. Gross Foreign For any dividends included on Part II, in column (a), $100 in column (c), and $0

line 7, that are not intercompanyDistributions Previously Taxed in column (d). On Part II, line 28, the U.S.
dividends (dividends received from consolidated tax group reports $1,000 inReport on line 5, column (a), any
includible corporations listed on Form both columns (a) and (d). As a result,distributions received from foreign
851) that are received on classes of financial statement net income on Part II,corporations that were included in Part I,
voting stock in which the corporation line 30, column (a), will total $900, netline 11, and that were previously taxed for
directly or indirectly owned 10% or more permanent differences on Part II, line 30,U.S. federal income tax purposes. For
of the outstanding shares of that class at column (c), will total $100, and taxableexample, include in column (a) amounts
any time during the tax year, report on an income on line 30, column (d), will totalthat are excluded from taxable income
attached supporting schedule for Part II, $1,000.under sections 959 and 1293(c). Remove
line 7 (1) the name of the dividend payersuch amount in column (b) or (c), as Line 9. Income (Loss) From U.S.(2) the payer’s EIN (if applicable) (3) theapplicable. Report the full amount of the Partnerships and Line 10.class of voting stock on which thedistribution before any withholding tax.
dividend was paid (4) the percentage of Income (Loss) From ForeignSince previously taxed foreign
the class directly or indirectly owned, and Partnershipsdistributions are not currently taxable, line
(5) the amounts for columns (a) through5, column (d) is shaded. (Also, see For any interest owned by the corporation
(d).instructions above for Part II, line 2.) or a member of the U.S. consolidated tax

group that is treated as an investment in aLine 8. Minority Interest forLine 6. Income (Loss) From
partnership for U.S. federal income taxIncludible CorporationsEquity Method U.S. purposes (other than an interest in aReport on line 8, column (a), the minorityCorporations disregarded entity), report amounts oninterest included in the income statementReport on line 6, column (a), the income Part II, line 9 or 10, as described below:income (loss) on Part I, line 11, for anystatement income (loss) included in Part I, 1.  In column (a) the sum of themember of the U.S. consolidated taxline 11, for any U.S. property and casualty corporation’s distributive share of incomegroup that is less than 100% owned.insurance company accounted for on the or loss from a U.S. or foreign partnershipExample 11. Property and casualtyequity method and remove such amount that is included in Part I, line 11;insurance company G is a calendar yearin column (b) or (c), as applicable. Report 2. In column (b) or (c), as applicable,taxpayer that was required to fileon Part II, line 7, dividends received from except for amounts described in item 4,Schedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and isany U.S. corporation accounted for on the below, the sum of all differences, if any,required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007equity method. attributable to the corporation’stax year. G owns 90% of the stock of U.S. distributive share of income or loss from aLine 7. U.S. Dividends Not corporation DS1. G files a consolidated U.S. or foreign partnership; andEliminated in Tax Consolidation U.S. federal income tax return with DS1 3. In column (d), except for amountsas the GDS1 U.S. consolidated group. GReport on line 7, column (a), the amount described in item 4, below, the sum of allprepares certified SAP/GAAP financialof dividends included in Part I, line 11 that amounts of income, gain, loss, orstatements for the consolidated financialwere received from any U.S. corporation. deduction attributable to the corporation’sstatement group consisting of G and DS1.Report on line 7, column (d), the amount distributive share of income or loss from aG has no net income of its own, and Gof any U.S. dividends included in taxable U.S. or foreign partnership (i.e., the sumdoes not report its equity interest in theincome on Form 1120-PC, Schedule A, of all amounts reportable on theincome of DS1 on its separate financialline 35. corporation’s Schedule(s) K-1 receivedstatements. DS1 has financial statementUsually, the amounts included on line from the partnership (if applicable)),net income (before minority interests) and7, columns (a) and (d) include only without regard to any limitationstaxable income of $1,000 ($2,500 ofdividends received from U.S. corporations computed at the partner level (e.g.,revenue less $1,500 cost of goods sold).that are not included in the U.S. limitations on utilization of charitable

On the consolidated Schedule M-3,consolidated tax group because contributions, capital losses, and interest
Part I, line 4, Worldwide consolidated netintercompany dividends (dividends expense).
income (loss) per income statement, andreceived from includible corporations 4.  Do not report on Part II, line 9 or
on line 11, Net income (loss) per incomelisted on Form 851) are eliminated or 10, as applicable, any portion of a
statement of includible corporations, theexcluded for financial accounting corporation’s deduction under section 199
U.S. consolidated tax group GDS1 mustpurposes and eliminated for the (income attributable to domestic
report $900 of financial statement netcalculation of U.S. taxable income. In the production activities) even if some or all of
income ($1,000 net income less $100case of an insurance company included in the corporation’s deduction under section
minority interest).the consolidated U.S. federal income tax 199 is attributable to a partnership

return required to report intercompany The GDS1 group must prepare one interest held by the corporation. A
dividends as part of statutory accounting consolidated Schedule M-3, Parts II and corporation must report its deduction
net income, include such intercompany III and three additional Schedules M-3, under section 199 only on Part III, line 37.
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For each partnership reported on line 9 domestic production activities) even if 3. The type of reportable transaction
or 10, attach a supporting schedule that some or all of the corporation’s deduction (i.e., listed transaction, confidential
provides the name, EIN (if applicable), under section 199 is attributable to an transaction, transaction with contractual
end of year profit-sharing percentage (if interest in a pass-through entity held by protection, etc.) as reported on line 2 of
applicable), end of year loss-sharing the corporation. A corporation must report Form 8886.
percentage (if applicable), and the its deduction under section 199 only on If a transaction is a listed transactionamount reported in column (a), (b), (c), or Part III, line 37. described in Regulations section(d) of lines 9 or 10, as applicable. 1.6011-4(b)(2), the description also must

For each pass-through entity reportedExample 12. U.S. property and include the description provided on line 3
on line 11, attach a supporting schedulecasualty insurance company H is a of Form 8886. In addition, if the reportable
that provides that entity’s name, EIN (ifcalendar year taxpayer that was required transaction involves an investment in the
applicable), the property and casualtyto file Schedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year transaction through another entity such as
insurance company’s end of yearand is required to file Schedule M-3 for its a partnership, the description must
profit-sharing percentage (if applicable),2007 tax year. H has an investment in a include the name and EIN (if applicable)
the property and casualty insuranceU.S. partnership USP. H prepares annual of that entity as reported on line 5 of Form
company’s end of year loss-sharingstatements in accordance with SAP. In its 8886.
percentage (if applicable), and theannual statement, H treats the difference Example 14.  Property and casualtyamounts reported by the property andbetween annual statement net income insurance company J is a calendar yearcasualty insurance company in columnand taxable income from its investment in taxpayer that was required to file(a), (b), (c), or (d) of line 11, asUSP as a permanent difference. For its Schedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and isapplicable.2007 tax year, H’s annual statement net required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007

income includes $10,000 of income tax year. J incurred seven differentLine 12. Items Relating toattributable to its share of USP’s net abandonment losses during its 2007 taxReportable Transactionsincome. H’s Schedule K-1 from USP year. One loss of $12 million results from
reports $5,000 of ordinary income, $7,000 Any amounts attributable to any a reportable transaction described in
of long-term capital gains, $4,000 of reportable transactions (as described in Regulations section 1.6011-4(b)(5),
charitable contributions, and $200 of Regulations section 1.6011-4) must be another loss of $5 million results from a
section 179 expense. H must report on included on Part II, line 12, regardless of reportable transaction described in
Part II, line 9, $10,000 in column (a), a whether the difference, or differences, Regulations section 1.6011-4(b)(4), and
permanent difference of ($2,200) in would otherwise be reported elsewhere in the remaining five abandonment losses
column (c), and $7,800 in column (d). Part II or Part III. Thus, if a taxpayer files are not reportable transactions. J

Form 8886 for any reportable transactionExample 13. Same facts as Example discloses the reportable transactions
described in Regulations section12 except that corporation H’s charitable giving rise to the $12 million and $5
1.6011-4, the amounts attributable to thatcontribution deduction is wholly million losses on separate Forms 8886
reportable transaction must be reportedattributable to its partnership interest in and sequentially numbers them X1 and
on Part II, line 12. In addition, all incomeUSP and is limited to $90 pursuant to X2, respectively. J must separately state
and expense amounts attributable to asection 170(b)(2) due to other investment and adequately disclose the $12 million
reportable transaction must be reportedlosses incurred by H. In its financial and $5 million losses on Part II, line 12.
on Part II, line 12, columns (a) and (d)statements, H treated this limitation as a The $12 million loss and the $5 million
even if there is no difference between thetemporary difference. H must not report loss will be adequately disclosed if J
annual statement amounts and thethe charitable contribution limitation of attaches a supporting schedule for line 12
taxable amounts.$3,910 ($4,000 -$90) on Part II, line 9. H that lists each of the sequentially

must report the limitation on Part III, line numbered forms, Form 8886-X1 andEach difference attributable to a
20, and report the disallowed charitable Form 8886-X2, and with respect to eachreportable transaction must be separately
contributions of ($3,910) in columns (b) reportable transaction reports thestated and adequately disclosed. A
and (d). appropriate amounts required for Part II,property and casualty insurance company

line 12, columns (a) through (d).will be considered to have separatelyLine 11. Income (Loss) From Alternatively, J’s disclosures will bestated and adequately disclosed aOther Pass-Through Entities adequate if the description provided forreportable transaction on line 12 if the
each loss on the supporting scheduleFor any interest in a pass-through entity property and casualty insurance company
includes the names and tax shelter(other than an interest in a partnership sequentially numbers each Form 8886
registration numbers, if any, disclosed onreportable on Part II, line 9 or 10, as and lists by identifying number on the
the applicable Form 8886, identifies theapplicable) owned by a member of the supporting schedule for Part II, line 12,
type of reportable transaction for the loss,U.S. consolidated tax group (other than each sequentially numbered reportable
and reports the appropriate amountsan interest in a disregarded entity), report transaction and the amounts required for
required for Part II, line 12, columns (a)the following on line 11: Part II, line 12, columns (a) through (d).
through (d). J must report the losses1. In column (a) the sum of the
attributable to the other five abandonmentIn lieu of the requirements of thecorporation’s distributive share of income
losses on Part II, line 23e, regardless ofpreceding paragraph, a property andor loss from the pass-through entity that is
whether a difference exists for any or allcasualty insurance company will beincluded in Part I, line 11;
of those abandonment losses.considered to have separately stated and2. In column (b) or (c), as applicable,

adequately disclosed a reportableexcept for amounts described in item 4, Example 15. Property and casualty
transaction if the property and casualtybelow, the sum of all differences, if any, insurance company K is a calendar year
insurance company attaches a supportingattributable to the pass-through entity; taxpayer that was required to file
schedule that provides the following forand Schedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and is
each reportable transaction:3. In column (d), except for amounts required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007

1. A description of the reportabledescribed in item 4, below, the sum of all tax year. K enters into a transaction with
transaction disclosed on Form 8886 fortaxable amounts of income, gain, loss, or contractual protection that is a reportable
which amounts are reported on Part II,deduction reportable on the corporation’s transaction described in Regulations
line 12;Schedules K-1 received from the section 1.6011-4(b)(4). This reportable

pass-through entity (if applicable); 2. The name and tax shelter transaction is the only reportable
4. Do not report on Part II, line 11, any registration number, if applicable, as transaction for K’s 2007 tax year and

portion of a corporation’s deduction under reported on lines 1a and 1b, respectively, results in a $7 million capital loss for both
section 199 (income attributable to of Form 8886; and annual statement purposes and U.S.
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federal income tax purposes. Although Part III, line 31, as applicable to report theLine 15. Mark-to-Market Income
differences between columns (a) and (d).the transaction does not result in a (Loss)

difference, K is required to report on Part Example 16. Property and casualtyReport on line 15 any amountII, line 12, the following amounts: ($7 insurance company M sells and leasesrepresenting the mark-to-market income
million) in column (a), zero in columns (b) property to customers. M is a calendaror loss for any securities held by a dealer
and (c), and ($7 million) in column (d). year taxpayer that was required to filein securities, a dealer in commodities
The transaction will be adequately Schedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and ishaving made a valid election under
disclosed if K attaches a supporting required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007section 475(e), or a trader in securities or
schedule for line 12 that (a) sequentially tax year. For statutory accountingcommodities having made a valid election
numbers the Form 8886 and refers to the purposes, M accounts for eachunder section 475(f). “Securities” for
sequentially-numbered Form 8886-X1 transaction as a sale. For U.S. federalthese purposes are securities described
and (b) reports the applicable amounts income tax purposes, each of M’sin section 475(c)(2) and section 475(e)(2).
required for line 12, columns (a) through transactions must be treated as a lease.“Securities” do not include any items
(d). Alternatively, the transaction will be In its annual statement, M treats thespecifically excluded from sections
adequately disclosed if the supporting difference in the statutory accounting and475(c)(2) and 475(e)(2), such as certain
statement for line 12 includes a the U.S. federal income tax treatment ofcontracts to which section 1256(a)

these transactions as temporary. Duringdescription of the transaction, the name applies.
2007, M reports in its annual statementand tax shelter registration number, if Report hedging gains and losses
$1,000 of sales and $700 of cost of goodsany, and the type of reportable computed under the mark-to-market
sold with respect to 2007 leasetransaction disclosed on Form 8886. method of accounting on Part II, line 14,
transactions. M receives periodicHedging transactions, and not on line 15.
payments of $500 in 2007 with respect toLine 13. Interest Income Line 16. Premium Income these 2007 transactions and similarReport on Part II, line 13, column (a), the transactions from prior years and treatsReport on line 16, column (a), the amounttotal amount of interest income included $400 as principal and $100 as interestof earned premiums included in Part I,on Part I, line 11, and report on Part II, income. For statutory income purposes,line 11. Include on line 16, column (d), theline 13, column (d), the total amount of M reports gross profit of $300 ($1,000amount of earned premiums included oninterest income included on Form -$700) and interest income of $100 fromForm 1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35.1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35, that is not these transactions. For U.S. federalComplete columns (b) and (c), asrequired to be reported elsewhere on income tax purposes, M reports $500 ofappropriate. Attach a detailed schedule

Schedule M-3. In columns (b) or (c), as gross rental income (the periodicseparately stating amounts included on
applicable, adjust for any amounts treated payments) and (based on other facts)line 16 attributable to the change in (1)
for U.S. federal income tax purposes as $200 of depreciation deduction on theadvance premiums (2) earned but
interest income that are treated as some property. On its 2007 Schedule M-3, Munbilled premiums (3) retrospective
other form of income in the annual must report on Part II, line 13, $100 inpremium accruals (4) unearned
statement, or vice versa. For example, column (a), ($100) in column (b), andpremiums, and (5) other premium
adjustments to interest income resulting zero in column (d). In addition, M mustaccounts.
from adjustments made in accordance report on Part II, line 17, $300 of gross

Line 17. Sale Versus Lease (forwith instructions for Part II, line 17, should profit in column (a), $200 in column (b),
Sellers and/or Lessors)be made in columns (b) and (c) of this line and $500 of gross rental income in

13. column (d). Lastly, M must report on Part(Also see the instructions at Part III, line
III, line 31, $200 in column (b) and (d).35, for purchasers and/or lessees.)

Do not report on this line 13 amounts
Asset transfer transactions with Line 18. Section 481(a)reported in accordance with instructions

periodic payments characterized forfor Part II, lines 9, 10, 11, 12, and 21. Adjustmentsstatutory accounting purposes as either aReport the proration adjustment required With the exception of a section 481(a)sale or a lease may, under someby section 832(b)(5)(B) on Part III, line 30. adjustment that is required to be reportedcircumstances, be characterized as the
on Part II, line 12, for reportableopposite for tax purposes. If theLine 14. Hedging Transactions transactions, any difference between antransaction is treated as a lease, the
income or expense item attributable to anReport on line 14, column (a), the net seller/lessor reports the periodic
authorized (or unauthorized) change ingain or loss from hedging transactions payments as gross rental income and
method of accounting made for U.S.included in net income per the income also reports depreciation expense or
federal income tax purposes that resultsstatement. Report in column (d) the deduction. If the transaction is treated as
in a section 481(a) adjustment must beamount of taxable income from hedging a sale, the seller/lessor reports gross
reported on Part II, line 18, regardless oftransactions as defined in section 1221 profit (sale price less cost of goods sold)
whether a separate line for that income orfrom the sale of assets and reports the(b)(2). Use columns (b) and (c) to report
expense item exists in Part II or Part III.periodic payments as payments ofall differences caused by treating hedging

principal and interest income.transactions differently for statutory Example 17. Property and casualty
accounting purposes and for U.S. federal On Part II, line 17, column (a), report insurance company N is a calendar year
income tax purposes. For example, if a the gross profit or gross rental income for taxpayer that was required to file
portion of a hedge is considered statutory income purposes for all sale or Schedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and is
ineffective under SAP but still is a valid lease transactions that must be given the required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007
hedge under section 1221(b)(2), the opposite characterization for tax tax year. N was depreciating certain fixed
difference must be reported on line 14. purposes. On Part II, line 17, column (d), assets over an erroneous recovery period
The hedge of a capital asset, which is not report the gross profit or gross rental and, effective for its 2007 tax year, N
a valid hedge for U.S. federal income tax income for federal income tax purposes. receives IRS consent to change its
purposes but may be considered a hedge Interest income amounts for such method of accounting for the depreciable
for SAP purposes, must also be reported transactions must be reported on Part II, fixed assets and begins using the proper

line 13, Interest income, in column (a) or recovery period. The change in method ofhere.
(d), as applicable. Depreciation expense accounting results in a positive section

Report hedging gains and losses for such transactions must be reported on 481(a) adjustment of $100,000 that is
computed under the mark-to-market Part III, line 31, Depreciation, in column required to be spread over four tax years,
method of accounting on line 14 and not (a) or (d), as applicable. Use columns (b) beginning with the 2007 tax year. In its
on Part II, line 15. and (c) of Part II, lines 13 and 17, and annual statement, N treats the section
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481(a) adjustment as a temporary Line 23b. Gross Capital Gains Line 24. Capital Loss Limitation
difference. N must report on Part II, line and Carryforward UsedFrom Schedule D, Excluding
18, $25,000 in columns (b) and (d) for its Amounts From Pass-Through Report as a positive amount on line 24,2007 tax year and each of the

columns (b) or (c), as applicable, and (d)Entitiessubsequent three tax years (unless N is
the excess of the net capital losses overReport on line 23b, gross capital gainsotherwise required to recognize the
the net capital gains reported onreported on Schedule D, excluding capitalremainder of the 481(a) adjustment
Schedule D, Capital Gains and Losses,gains from pass-through entities, whichearlier). N must not report the section
by the corporation. For a U.S.must be reported on Part II, lines 9, 10, or481(a) adjustment on Part III, line 31.
consolidated tax group, the Schedule M-311, as applicable.Line 19. Income From a Special adjustment for the amount of the
consolidated net capital loss that isLoss Discount Account Line 23c. Gross Capital Losses disallowed should not be made on theReport on line 19 income recognized from From Schedule D, Excluding separate consolidating Schedules M-3 ofa subtraction from the Special Loss Amounts From Pass-Through the includible corporations, but on theDiscount Account under section 847(5).
separate Schedule M-3 for consolidatedEntities, Abandonment Losses,

Line 20. Income Recognition eliminations (or on Form 8916 in the caseand Worthless Stock Losses
of a mixed group) as described underFrom Long-Term Contracts Report on line 23c, gross capital losses Completion of Schedule M-3 and CertainReport on line 20 the amount of net reported on Schedule D, excluding capital Allocations, Limitations, and Carryovers.income or loss for financial statement losses from (a) pass-through entities,

purposes (or books and records, if If the corporation utilizes a capital losswhich must be reported on Part II, lines 9,
applicable) or U.S. federal income tax carryforward on Schedule D in the current10 or 11, as applicable; (b) abandonment
purposes for any contract accounted for tax year, report the carryforward utilizedlosses, which must be reported on Part II,
under a long-term contract method of as a negative amount on Part II, line 24,line 23e; and (c) worthless stock losses,
accounting. columns (b) or (c), as applicable, andwhich must be reported on Part II, line

column (d). For a U.S. consolidated tax23f. Do not report on line 23c capitalLine 21. Original Issue Discount group, the Schedule M-3 adjustment forlosses carried over from a prior tax yearand Other Imputed Interest the amount of the consolidated capitaland utilized in the current tax year. See
Report on line 21 any amounts of original loss carryforward should not be made onthe instructions for Part II, line 24,
issue discount (OID) and other imputed the separate consolidating Schedules M-3regarding the reporting requirements for
interest. The term “original issue discount of the includible corporations, but on thecapital loss carryovers utilized in the
and other imputed interest” includes, but separate Schedule M-3 for consolidationcurrent tax year.
is not limited to: eliminations (or on Form 8916 in the case

of a mixed group) as described under1. The difference between issue price Line 23d. Net Gain/Loss
Completion of Schedule M-3 and Certainand the stated redemption price at Reported on Form 4797, Line Allocations, Limitations, and Carryovers.maturity of a debt instrument, which may 17, Excluding Amounts Frombe wholly or partially realized on the Line 25. Other Income (Loss)Pass-Through Entities,disposition of a debt instrument under Items With DifferencesAbandonment Losses, andsection 1273;
Separately state and adequately disclose2. Amounts that are imputed interest Worthless Stock Losses
on Part II, line 25, all items of incomeon a deferred sales contract under Report on line 23d the net gain or loss
(loss) with differences that are notsection 483; reported on line 17 of Form 4797, Sales
otherwise listed on Part II, lines 1 through3. Amounts treated as interest or OID of Business Property, excluding amounts
24. Attach a schedule that itemizes theunder the striped bond rules under from (a) pass-through entities, which must
type of income (loss) and the amount ofsection 1286; and be reported on Part II, lines 9, 10, or 11, each item.4. Amounts treated as OID under the as applicable; (b) abandonment losses,

below-market interest rate rules under For insurance companies included inwhich must be reported on Part II, line
section 7872. the consolidated U.S. federal income tax23e; and (c) worthless stock losses,

return, see instructions for Part I, lines 10which must be reported on Part II, lineLine 22. Reserved for Future and 11 and Part II, line 7 for guidance on23f.
Use the treatment of intercompany dividends

and statutory accounting.This line is reserved for future use. Do not Line 23e. Abandonment Losses
include any amounts on this line. If any “comprehensive income” asReport on line 23e any abandonment

defined by Statement of Financiallosses, regardless of whether the loss isLine 23a. Income Statement
Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 130 ischaracterized as an ordinary loss or aGain/Loss on Sale, Exchange, reported on this line, describe the item(s)capital loss.Abandonment, Worthlessness, in detail. Examples of sufficiently detailed

or Other Disposition of Assets descriptions include “foreign currencyLine 23f. Worthless StockOther Than Pass-Through translation adjustments” and “gains andLosses losses on available-for-sale securities.”Entities
Report on line 23f any worthless stock

Report on line 23a, column (a), all gains Whether an item of income (loss) isloss, regardless of whether the loss is
and losses on the disposition of assets reported on line 25, or is reported on Partcharacterized as an ordinary loss or a
except for gains and losses allocated to II, line 28, is determined separately bycapital loss. Attach a schedule that
the corporation from a pass-through entity each member of the U.S. consolidated taxseparately states and adequately
(e.g., on Schedule K-1) that are included group and not at the U.S. consolidateddiscloses each transaction that gives rise
in the net income (loss) per income tax group level. For example, U.S.to a worthless stock loss and the amount
statement of includible corporations Corporation P has two subsidiaries,of each loss.
reported on Part I, line 11. Reverse the Corporation A and B, that are included in
amount reported in column (a) in column P’s consolidated financial statements andLine 23g. Other Gain/Loss on(b) or (c), as applicable. The in P’s consolidated U.S. federal income

Disposition of Assetscorresponding gains and losses for U.S. tax return. For financial statement
Report on line 23g any gains or lossesfederal income tax purposes are reported purposes, P, A, and B recognize revenue
from the sale or exchange of property thaton Part II, lines 23b through 23g, as from the sale of inventory upon delivery to
are not reported on lines 23b through 23f.applicable. the customer. For U.S. federal income tax
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purposes, P and A recognize such chooses not to complete columns (a) and Line 7. Foreign Withholding
revenue consistent with the method used (d) of Parts II and III in the first tax year Taxes
for financial statement purposes, whereas the property and casualty insurance

Report on line 7, column (a), the amountB recognizes such revenue based upon company is required to file Schedule M-3
of foreign withholding taxes included incustomer acceptance. P and A must (or for any year in which the property and
statutory accounting net income on Part I,report this revenue in column (a) and (d) casualty insurance company voluntarily
line 11. If the property and casualtyon Part II, line 28. B must report the files Schedule M-3), Part II, line 30, is
insurance company is deducting foreignfollowing on Part II, line 25: in column (a), reconciled by the property and casualty
tax, use column (b) or (c), as applicable,B’s revenue recognized in the financial insurance company (or, in the case of a
to correct for any difference betweenstatements based upon delivery to the U.S. consolidated tax group, on the
foreign withholding tax included incustomer; in column (d), B’s revenue group’s consolidated Schedule M-3) in
statutory accounting net income and therecognized for U.S. federal income tax the following manner:
amount of foreign withholding taxes beingpurposes based upon customer 1. Report the amount from Part I, line deducted in the return. If the property andacceptance; and in column (b) or (c), as 11, on Part II, line 30, column (a); casualty insurance company is creditingapplicable, the difference between B’s 2. Leave blank Part II, lines 1 through foreign withholding taxes against the U.S.revenue recognized in its financial 29, columns (a) and (d); income tax liability, use column (b) or (c),statements and in its U.S. federal taxable
as applicable, to negate the amount3. Leave blank Part III, columns (a)income.
reported in column (a).and (d); and

Line 27. Total Expense/ 4. Report on Part II, line 30, column Line 8. Stock Option Expense
(d), the sum of Part II, line 30, columnsDeduction Items

Report on line 8, column (a), amounts(a), (b), and (c).Report on Part II, line 27, columns (a) expensed on Part I, line 11, net income
through (d), as applicable, the negative of per the income statement, that areNote. Mixed groups see Schedule M-3the amounts reported on Part III, line 39, attributable to all stock options. Report onConsolidation for Mixed Groups (1120/L/columns (a) through (d). For example, if line 8, column (d), deduction amountsPC), earlier.Part III, line 39, column (a), reflects an attributable to all stock options.
amount of $1 million then report on Part

Line 9. Other Equity-BasedII, line 27, column (a), ($1 million).
Similarly, if Part III, line 39, column (b), CompensationPart III. Reconciliation ofreflects an amount of ($50,000), then Report on line 9 any amounts for
report on Part II, line 27, column (b), Net Income (Loss) per equity-based compensation or
$50,000. consideration that are reflected asIncome Statement of expense in the annual statementsLine 28. Other Items With No

(column (a)) or deducted in the U.S.Includible CorporationsDifferences federal income tax return (column (d))With Taxable Income perIf there is no difference between the other than amounts reportable elsewhere
statutory accounting amount and the on Schedule M-3, Parts II and III (e.g., onReturn—Expense/taxable amount of an entire item of Part III, line 8, for stock options expense).
income, gain, loss, expense, or deduction Deduction Items Examples of amounts reportable on line 9
and the item is not described or included include payments attributable to
in Part II, lines 1 through 25, or Part III, Lines 1 Through 6. Income Tax employee stock purchase plans (ESPPs),
lines 1 through 38, report the entire Expense phantom stock options, phantom stock
amount of the item in columns (a) and (d) units, stock warrants, stock appreciationIf the property and casualty insurance
of line 28. If a portion of an item of rights, and restricted stock, regardless ofcompany does not distinguish between
income, loss, expense, or deduction has whether such payments are made tocurrent and deferred income tax expense
a difference and a portion of the item employees or non-employees, or asin its annual statement (or its books and
does not have a difference, do not report payment for property or compensation forrecords, if applicable), report income tax
any portion of the item on line 28. Instead, services.expense as current income tax expense
report the entire amount of the item (i.e., using lines 1, 3, and 5, as applicable. Line 10. Meals andboth the portion with a difference and the
portion without a difference) on the EntertainmentA U.S. consolidated tax group must
applicable line of Part II, lines 1 through complete lines 1 through 6 in accordance Report on line 10, column (a), any
25, or Part III, lines 1 through 38. See with the allocation of tax expense among amounts paid or accrued by the property
Example 10 on page 12. the members of the U.S. consolidated tax and casualty insurance company during

group in the financial statements (or its the tax year for meals, beverages, andLine 29a. PC Insurance books and records, if applicable). If the entertainment that are accounted for inSubgroup Reconciliation Totals current and deferred U.S., state, and statutory accounting income, regardless
Add lines 26 through 28. foreign income tax expense for the U.S. of the classification, nomenclature, or

consolidated tax group (income tax terminology used for such amounts, andLine 29b. 1120 Subgroup expense) is allocated among the regardless of how or where such amountsReconciliation Totals members of the U.S. consolidated tax are classified in the property and casualty
Line 29b is only used by mixed groups. group in the group’s financial statements insurance company’s statutory income
See, Schedule M-3 Consolidation for (or its books and records, if applicable), statement or the income and expense
Mixed Groups (1120/L/PC), earlier. then each member must report its accounts maintained in the property and

allocated income tax expense on Part III, casualty insurance company’s books andLine 29c. Life Insurance lines 1 through 6, of that member’s records. Report only amounts notSubgroup Reconciliation Totals separate Schedule M-3. However, if the otherwise reportable elsewhere on
Line 29c is only used by mixed groups. income tax expense is not shared or Schedule M-3, Parts II and III.
See Schedule M-3 Consolidation for allocated among members of the U.S.

Line 11. Fines and PenaltiesMixed Groups (1120/L/PC), earlier. consolidated tax group but is retained in
the parent corporation’s financial Report on line 11 any fines or similarLine 30. Reconciliation Totals. statements (or books and records, if penalties paid to a government or other

Combine Lines 29a through 29c applicable), then amounts are reported authority for the violation of any law for
If a property and casualty insurance only on Part III, lines 1 through 6, of the which fines or penalties are assessed. All
company that is not a mixed group parent’s separate Schedule M-3. fines and penalties expensed in statutory
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accounting income (paid or accrued) must net income on Part I, line 11, that is allowable by virtue of income earned by
be included on this line 11, column (a), subject to section 280G. Report in column donees subsequent to the year of
regardless of the government or other (b) or (c), as applicable, the amount of donation), copyrights, trademarks;
authority that imposed the fines or nondeductible parachute payments • Securities (including stocks and their
penalties, regardless of whether the fines pursuant to section 280G, and report in derivatives, stock options, and bonds);
and penalties are civil or criminal, column (d), the deductible amount of • Conservation easements (including
regardless of the classification, compensation after any excess parachute scenic easements or air rights);
nomenclature, or terminology used for the payment limitations under section 280G. • Railroad rights of way;fines or penalties by the imposing If a payment is subject to limitation under • Mineral rights; andauthority in its actions or documents, and both sections 162(m) and 280G, report • Other intangible property.regardless of how or where the fines or the total payment on this line 13.
penalties are classified in the property
and casualty insurance company’s Line 20. Charitable ContributionLine 14. Compensation With
statutory income statement or the income Limitation/CarryforwardSection 162(m) Limitation
and expense accounts maintained in the Report as a negative amount on this lineReport on line 14, column (a), the totalproperty and casualty insurance 20, columns (b), (c), and (d), asamount of non-performance-basedcompany’s books and records. Also applicable, the excess of charitablecurrent compensation expense for thereport on line 11, column (a), the reversal contributions made during the tax yearcorporate officers to whom section 162of any overaccrual of any amount over the amount of the charitable(m) applies. Report the nondeductibledescribed in this paragraph. See section contribution limitation amount.amount of current compensation in162(f) for additional guidance. excess of $1 million in column (b) or (c),

If the corporation utilizes a contributionReport on line 11, column (d), any as applicable, and the deductible
carryforward in the current tax year,such amounts as are described in the compensation in column (d). If a payment
report the carryforward utilized as apreceding paragraph that are includible in is subject to limitation under both sections
positive amount on columns (b), (c), andtaxable income, regardless of the 162(m) and 280G, report the total
(d), as applicable.financial accounting period in which such payment on Part III, line 13, Parachute

amounts were or are included in financial payments. See Regulations section
When a consolidated federal incomeaccounting net income. Complete 1.162-27(g) for the interaction between

tax return is being filed, Schedule M-3columns (b) and (c) as appropriate. sections 162(m) and 280G.
adjustments for the amount of charitable

Do not report on this Part III, line 11, contributions in excess of the limitation, orLine 15. Pension andamounts required to be reported in for charitable contribution carryforwardProfit-Sharingaccordance with instructions for Part III, utilized, should not be made on the
line 12. Report on line 15 any amounts separate consolidating Schedules M-3 of

attributable to the property and casualtyDo not report on this Part III, line 11, the includible corporations, but on the
insurance company’s pension plans,amounts recovered from insurers or any separate consolidating Schedule M-3 for
profit-sharing plans, and any otherother indemnitors for any fines and consolidation eliminations (or on Form
retirement plans.penalties described above. 8916 in the case of a mixed group) as

described under Completion of ScheduleLine 12. Judgments, Damages, Line 16. Other Post-Retirement M-3 and Certain Allocations, Limitations,
Awards, and Similar Costs Benefits and Carryovers.
Report on line 12, column (a), the amount Report on line 16 any amounts
of any estimated or actual judgments, attributable to other post-retirement Line 21. Write-Off of Premium
damages, awards, settlements, and benefits not otherwise includible on Part Receivables
similar costs, however named or III, line 15, for example, retiree health and Report on line 21 the amount of premiumclassified, included in financial accounting life insurance coverage, dental coverage, receivables written-off rather than on lineincome, regardless of whether the etc. 32.amount deducted was attributable to an
estimate of future anticipated payments or Line 17. Deferred Line 22. Guarantee Fundactual payments. Also report on line 12, Compensation Assessmentscolumn (a), the reversal of any Report on line 17, column (a), anyoveraccrual of any amount described in Report on line 22 all special purpose andcompensation expense included in thethis paragraph. guaranty fund assessments accrued ornet income (loss) amount reported in Part

deducted for the taxable year.Report on line 12, column (d), any I, line 11, that is not deductible for U.S.
such amounts as are described in the federal income tax purposes in the

Line 23. Current Yearpreceding paragraph that are includible in current tax year and that was not reported
taxable income, regardless of the elsewhere on Schedule M-3, column (a). Acquisition or Reorganization
statutory accounting period in which such Report on line 17, column (d), any Investment Banking Fees
amounts were or are included in statutory compensation deductible in the current Report on line 23 any investment bankingaccounting net income. Complete tax year that was not included in the net fees paid or incurred in connection with acolumns (b) and (c), as appropriate. income (loss) amount reported in Part I, taxable or tax-free acquisition of property

line 11, for the current tax year and that isDo not report on this Part III, line 12, (e.g., stock or assets) or a tax-free
not reportable elsewhere on Scheduleamounts required to be reported in reorganization. Report on this line any
M-3. For example, report originations andaccordance with instructions for Part III, investment banking fees incurred at any
reversals of deferred compensationline 11. stage of the acquisition or reorganization
subject to section 409A on line 17. process including, for example, fees paidDo not report on this Part III, line 12,

or incurred to evaluate whether toamounts recovered from insurers or any Line 19. Charitable Contribution investigate an acquisition, fees to conductother indemnitors for any judgments, of Intangible Property an actual investigation, and fees todamages, awards, or similar costs
Report on line 19 any charitable consummate the acquisition. Also includedescribed above.
contribution of intangible property, for on this line 23 investment banking fees

Line 13. Parachute Payments example, contributions of: incurred in connection with the liquidation
of a subsidiary, a spin-off of a subsidiary,• Intellectual property, patents (includingReport on line 13, column (a), the total
or an initial public stock offering.any amounts of additional contributionsexpense included in statutory accounting
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adjustment expense net of reinsurance as circumstances, be characterized as theLine 24. Current Year
included in Part 1, line 11. Report in opposite for tax purposes.Acquisition or Reorganization
column (d) the amount of change in the If a transaction is treated as a lease,Legal and Accounting Fees same liability valued for tax purposes the purchaser/lessee reports the periodicReport on line 24 any legal and included in the taxable income on Form payments as gross rental expense. If theaccounting fees paid or incurred in 1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35. Do not transaction is treated as a purchase, theconnection with a taxable or tax-free include paid losses on this line 29. purchaser/lessee reports the periodicacquisition of property (e.g., stock or Indicate amounts in columns (b) and (c), payments as payments of principal andassets) or tax-free reorganization. Report as appropriate. Attach a schedule interest and also reports depreciationon this line any legal and accounting fees supporting columns (b) and (c) that expense or deduction with respect to theincurred at any stage of the acquisition or identifies the beginning and end of the purchased asset.reorganization process including, for taxable year amounts of discounting as

example, fees paid or incurred to evaluate Report on Part III, line 35, column (a),required by IRC section 846. Include any
whether to investigate an acquisition, fees gross rent expense for a transactionother differences between columns (a)
to conduct an actual investigation, and treated as a lease for income statementand (d) by separate title as well as
fees to consummate the acquisition. Also purposes but as a sale for U.S. federalbeginning and end of tax year amounts.
include on this line legal and accounting income tax purposes. Report on Part III,

Line 30. Reduction of Lossfees incurred in connection with the line 35, column (d), gross rental
Deduction (Sectionliquidation of a subsidiary, a spin-off of a deductions for a transaction treated as a

subsidiary, or an initial public stock lease for U.S. federal income tax832(b)(5)(B))
offering. purposes but as a purchase for annualReport the proration adjustment required

statement purposes. Report interestby section 832(b)(5)(B) as a negativeLine 25. Current Year
expense for such transactions on Part III,amount on line 30, column (d). ReportAcquisition/Reorganization line 36, Interest expense, in column (a) oramounts in column (b) and (c), asOther Costs (d), as applicable. Report depreciationappropriate. Do not enter an amount on

Report on line 25 any other fees paid or expense or deductions for suchline 30, column (a).
incurred in connection with a taxable or transactions on Part III, line 31,

Line 31. Depreciationtax-free acquisition of property (e.g., stock Depreciation, in column (a) or (d), as
or assets) or a tax-free reorganization not applicable. Use columns (b) and (c) ofReport on line 31 any depreciation
otherwise reportable on Schedule M-3 Part III, lines 31, 35, and 36, asexpense that is not required to be
(e.g., Part III, line 23 or 24). Report on applicable, to report the differencesreported elsewhere on Schedule M-3
this line any fees paid or incurred at any between column (a) and (d) for such(e.g., on Part II, lines 9, 10, or 11).
stage of the acquisition or reorganization recharacterized transactions.Line 32. Bad Debt Expense and/process including, for example, fees paid Example 18. U.S. property andor Agency Balances Written Offor incurred to evaluate whether to casualty insurance company X acquired
investigate an acquisition, fees to conduct Report on line 32, column (a), any property in a transaction that, for statutory
an actual investigation, and fees to amounts attributable to an allowance for accounting purposes, X treats as a lease.
consummate the acquisition. Also include uncollectible accounts receivable or X is a calendar year taxpayer that was
on this line 25 other acquisition/ actual write-offs of accounts receivable required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2006
reorganization costs incurred in included in net income per the annual tax year and is required to file Schedule
connection with the liquidation of a statement. Also report on this line agency M-3 for its 2007 tax year. For U.S. federal
subsidiary, a spin-off of a subsidiary, or balances written off per the annual income tax purposes, because of its
an initial public stock offering. statement. Report in column (d) the terms, the transaction is treated for U.S.

amount of bad debt expense deductible federal income tax purposes as aLine 26. Amortization of for federal income tax purposes in purchase and X must treat the periodicAcquisition, Reorganization, accordance with section 166. payments it makes partially as payment ofand Start-Up Costs principal and partially as payment ofLine 33. Deduction From a
Report on line 26 amortization of interest. In its annual statement, X treatsSpecial Loss Discount Accountacquisition, reorganization, and start-up the difference between the statutory

Report on line 33 the deduction forcosts. For purposes of column (b), (c), accounting and U.S. federal income tax
additions to the Special Loss Discountand (d), include amounts amortizable treatment of this transaction as a
Account under section 847(4).under section 167, 195, or 248. temporary difference. During 2007, X

reports in its annual statement $1,000 ofLine 34. Corporate Owned LifeLine 27. Amortization/
gross rental expense that, for U.S. federalInsurance PremiumsImpairment of Goodwill, income tax purposes, is recharacterizedReport on line 34 all amounts ofInsurance in Force, and Ceding as a $700 payment of principal and ainsurance premiums attributable to anyCommissions $300 payment of interest, accompaniedlife insurance policy if the insurance by a depreciation deduction of $1,200Report on line 27 amortization of goodwill, company is directly or indirectly a (based on other facts). On its 2007insurance in force and ceding beneficiary under the policy or if the policy Schedule M-3, X must report the followingcommissions or amounts attributable to has a cash value. Report in column (d) on Part III, line 35: column (a) $1,000, itsthe impairment of goodwill, insurance in the amount of the premiums that are statutory accounting gross rentalforce and ceding commissions. Attach a deductible for federal income tax expense; column (b), ($1,000); andschedule separately stating the amounts purposes. column (d), zero. On Part III, line 36, Xfor each item.
reports zero in column (a) and $300 inLine 35. Purchase Versus LeaseLine 28. Other Amortization or columns (b) and (d) for the interest(for Purchasers and/orImpairment Write-Offs deduction. On Part III, line 31, X reportsLessees)

Report on line 28 any amortization or zero in column (a) and $1,200 in columns
Note: Also see the instructions at Part II,impairment write-offs not otherwise (b) and (d) for the depreciation deduction.
line 17, on page 15, for sellers and/orincludible on Schedule M-3.
lessors. Line 36. Interest Expense

Line 29. Discounting of Unpaid Asset transfer transactions with Report on Part III, line 36, column (a), the
Losses (Section 846) periodic payments characterized for total amount of interest expense included
Report on line 29, column (a), the change statutory accounting purposes as either a on Part I, line 11, and report on Part III,
in liability for unpaid losses and loss purchase or a lease may, under some line 36, column (d), the total amount of
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interest expense included on Form statements when accrued; in column (d), explanatory and defined categories such
1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35, that is not B’s real estate tax expense recognized for as employee termination costs, lease
reported elsewhere on Schedule M-3 in U.S. federal income tax purposes; and in cancellation costs, loss on sale of
accordance with the next paragraph. In column (b) or (c), as applicable, the equipment, etc., a supporting schedule
columns (b) or (c), as applicable, adjust difference between B’s real estate tax that lists those categories of expenses
for any amounts treated for U.S. federal expense in its financial statements and its and their details will satisfy the
income tax purposes as interest expense real estate tax deduction recognized for requirement to separately state and
that are treated as some other form of U.S. federal taxable income purposes. adequately disclose. In order to
expense in the annual statement, or vice separately state and adequately discloseComprehensive income. If any
versa. For example, adjustments to the employee termination costs, it is not“comprehensive income” as defined by
interest expense resulting from required that an anticipated terminationSFAS No. 130 is reported on this line,
adjustments made in accordance with cost amount be listed for each employee,describe the item(s) in detail as, for
instructions for Part III, line 35, Purchase or that each asset (or category of asset)example, “foreign currency translation
versus lease (for purchasers and/or be listed along with the anticipated lossadjustments” and “gains and losses on
lessees), should be made in columns (b) on disposition.available-for-sale securities.”
and (c), as applicable, on this line 36. Reserves and contingent liabilities. Example 19. Property and casualty

Do not report on this line 36 amounts Report on line 38 amounts related to the insurance company Q is a calendar year
reported in accordance with instructions change in each reserve or contingent taxpayer that was required to file
for (i) Part II, lines 9, 10 and 11, Income liability that is not required to be reported Schedule M-3 for its 2006 tax year and is
(loss) from U.S. partnerships, foreign elsewhere on Schedule M-3. For required to file Schedule M-3 for its 2007
partnerships and other pass-through example: (1) amounts relating to changes tax year. On July 1 of each year, Q has a
entities, and (ii) Part II, line 12, Items in reserves for litigation must be reported fixed liability for its annual insurance
relating to reportable transactions. on Part III, line 12, Judgments, damages, premiums on its home office building that

awards, and similar costs; and (2) provides a 12-month coverage periodLine 37. Domestic Production
amounts relating to changes in reserves beginning July 1 through June 30. InActivities Deduction for uncollectible accounts receivable must addition, Q historically prepays 12 months

Report on Part III, line 37, column (d), the be reported on Part III, line 32, Bad debt of advertising expense on July 1. On July
amount of the domestic production expense and/or agency balances written 1, 2007, Q prepays its insurance premium
activities deduction under section 199 that off. (See Example 9 and Example 19.) of $500,000 and advertising expenses of
is included in taxable income on Form $800,000. For annual statementReport on Part III, line 38, the1120-PC, Schedule A, line 35. Complete purposes, Q capitalizes and amortizes theamortization of various items of prepaidcolumns (b) and (c), as appropriate. Do prepaid insurance and advertising over 12expense, such as prepaid subscriptionsnot report any potion of the company’s months. For U.S. federal income taxand license fees, prepaid insurance, etc.domestic production activities deduction purposes, Q deducts the insuranceReport on line 38, column (a),on any other line of Schedule M-3. premium when paid and amortizes theexpenses included in net income reported

advertising over the 12-month period. InLine 38. Other Expense/ on Part I, line 11, that are related to
its annual statement, Q treats theDeduction Items With reserves and contingent liabilities. Report
differences attributable to the annualon line 38, column (d), amounts related toDifferences statement treatment and U.S. federalliabilities for reserves and contingentReport on Part III, line 38, all items of income tax treatment of the prepaidliabilities that are deductible in the currentexpense/deduction that are not otherwise insurance and advertising as temporarytax year for U.S. federal income taxlisted on Part III, lines 1 through 37. differences. Q must separately state andpurposes. Examples of items that must be
adequately disclose on Part III, line 38, itsWhether an expense/deduction item is reported on line 38 include restructuring
prepaid insurance premium and reportreported on this line 38, or reported on reserves, reserves for discontinued
$250,000 in column (a) ($500,000/12Part II, line 28, is determined separately operations, and reserves for acquisitions
months × 6 months), $250,000 in columnby each member of the U.S. consolidated and dispositions. Only report on line 38
(b), and $500,000 in column (d). Q musttax group and not at the U.S. items that are not required to be reported
also separately state and adequatelyconsolidated tax group level. For elsewhere on Schedule M-3, Parts II and
disclose on Part II, line 28, its prepaidexample, U.S. Corporation P has two III.
advertising and report $400,000 insubsidiaries, A and B, that are included in

The schedule of details attached to the columns (a) and (d).P’s consolidated financial statements and
return for line 38 must separately statein P’s consolidated U.S. federal income Line 39. Total Expense/and adequately disclose the nature andtax return. For financial statement
amount of the expense related to each Deduction Itemspurposes, P, A, and B recognize real
reserve and/or contingent liability. The Report on Part II, line 27, columns (a)estate tax expense when accrued. For
appropriate level of disclosure depends though (d), as applicable, the negative ofU.S. federal income tax purposes, P and
upon each taxpayer’s operational activity the amounts reported on Part III, line 39,A recognize such expense consistent with
and the nature of its accounting records. columns (a) through (d), as applicable.the method used for financial statement
For example, if a property and casualty For example, if Part III, line 39, columnpurposes, whereas B recognizes such
insurance company’s net income amount (a), reflects an amount of $1 million, thendeduction based on a method different
reported in the income statement includes report on Part II, line 27, column (a), ($1from that used for financial statement
anticipated expenses for a discontinued million). Similarly, if Part III, line 39,purposes. P and A must report this
operation as a single amount, and its column (b), reflects an amount ofexpense/deduction in column (a) and (d)
general ledger or other books, records, ($50,000), then report on Part II, line 27,on Part II, line 28. B must report the
and workpapers provide details for the column (b), $50,000.following on Part III, line 38: in column (a),
anticipated expenses under moreB’s expense recognized in the financial
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